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VISIBILITY CHARACTERISTICS

OF TERRAIN AND

THEIR EFFECTS ON WEAPON-SYSTEM
I.

PERFORMANCE

INTRODUCTION
A.

Backqrouna.

The effects
of terrain
military
combatants' capabilities
their
enemies has been of major
the power and sophistication
of
providing higher speeds, longer
in-flight
guidance of munitions,
increased markedly.
Today they
military
weapon-system planning
and strategy.

and environmental features on
to detect, identify,
and destroy
concern since the origin of man.
As
weapon-systems has increased,
ranges, electromagnetic sgnsinq, and
tho importance of terrain
effects
has
impinge directly
on every asoect of
and design, training,
battle
tactics,

Various studies to learn more about the causes and nature of
these effects
and to derive quantitative
measures of them have
produced numerous seemingly conflicting
results.
A major point of
concern emanates from attempts to determine the relationships
between
ter'rain choppiness and what has commonly been called sensor-target
line-of-sight
(LOS) or inter-visibility
(IV).
In World War II, most
nits
on advancing forces occurred just
after
they first
broke cover at
distances in the neighborhood of 700 meters.
This not only put
targets
within the defenders'
weapon ranges, but made it
very unlikely
that
additional cover could be obtained which would be effective
against the high speed munitions then in exclusive use.
With today's
weaponry capability,
however, targets
can be acquired and munitions
delivered out to several thousand meters.
At these distances, terrain
and environmental features can continue to inte-iittently
mask the LOS
thus preventing effective
weapon delivery especially
for relatively
slow missiles regLiring continuous in-flight
guidance.
The several
massive efforts
which have been made over the last
two decades to
study the modern battlefield,
though well-conceived, have raised more
questions than they have resolved.
The terrain-effects
issue was
brought into clear focus with the publication of the results
of HELAST
II in July, 1973, which indicated, at least
for the terrain
involved
in the study, relatively
large numbers of short periods wherein an
attacker alternated being in-view and out-of-view of a defender.
These results
had not been found in earlier
studies
such as TETAM.
What caused these differences in results?
Were they due to
experimental factors,
to differences in the terrains
involved, to
specific
pathologies, to lack of tactical
realism?
Is there really
loss
of contact, cover, or concealment?
If so, for how long, with
what frequency, and with what variations
with range?
What are the
implications regarding types of we3pons, types of munitions, sensors,

weapon ranges, tactics, and strategies? Finally, what should be done
next, and what resources are required to proceed?
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Getting answers to these questions is obviously a necessity.
Therefore, in April 1977, Mr. David C. Hardison, Deputy Under
Sacretary of the Army for Operations Research, initiated
olans for an
Army Terrain Task Force to examine the existinq studies and attemot to
discover the basic truths in what has been done, the causes of conflicting
results,
and the implications relative
to military planninq
and development.
Recommendations for courses of action, includini
guidelines for future studies and field exercises, would then be
formulated.
The task force was to represent all
of the major sources
of the necessary expertise available in the Army.
The task force
cnairman, however, was to be independent of the Army OR community to
help maintain balance and perspective in the analysis and resulting
recommendations.
B.

The Army Terrain Task Force.

The Army Terrain Task Force was called together by Pir.
Hardison on 19 July 1977.
The organizations represented were CACDA,
TRASANA, HEL, and AMSAA.
Dr. Albert B. Bishop, then a consultant to
the Army Scientific Advisory Panel, had accepted the role of chairman.
A list
of task force members is given in Appendix A.
The basic charge giv~n the committee was essentially
to
answer the questions stated above.
An additional item included in the
charge was to examine the use of digitized terrain information to
construct computer experiments to alleviate
the need for extensive
field experimentation.
Questions of importance include:
(1) Should

the computerized battlefields be models of sections of real terrain or
fabricated to contain specified combinations of features?
(2) What
resolution is required to adequately represent terrain effects
for
study purposes?
(3)
How should environmental and man-made objects be
handled?
After considerable discussion of potential 'errain
interactions with the performance of various aspects of the task of
defendi,-g against an armor attack, the following list
of basic
concerns was formulated to guide the initial
study effort:
and related

terms;

(1)

Definitions of "Intervisibility"

(2)

First
sighting range and its
characteristics;

(3)

Periods of "Intervisibility"
and "Nonintervisibility"
and
characteristics;
relations with terrain
and their

(A)

Effects of human-response

relation with terrain

factors on each of the above.

The following plan of attack was then adopted:
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(1) Obtain the available data which pertain to the issues
cited.
(2)

Examine these data for:
(a)

Contributions

(b)

Gaps

(c)

Inconsistencies
o Internal

to a particular

study

o Between studies.
(3)

Examine the implications relative to:
(a)

Weapon-system design

(b)

Tactics

(c)

Training

(4)

Determine courses of action to resolve the gaps and
inconsistencies.

(5)

Recommend studies and suggest test designs.

A list
of those studies and reports felt
to be most
pertinent was compiled to serve as a beginning data base.
This list
is given in Appendix B.
The treatment of each of the above issues in
appropriate studies on this list
was determined and reported upon at
'.he next meeting, held at CACDA on 31 August 1977.
This review revealed considerable diversity of experimental
method including fundamental differences, even within studies, in the
basic definitions of intervisibility,
line-of-sight, and related
terms.
The need for a standard, universally applicable set of
definitions was, therefore, deemed a necessity before any meaningful
comparison could be made, not only among study results, but also in
the evaluation of approaches and methodologies.
In fact, the term
"intervisibility,"
with its
implication of simultaneous two-way
visibility,
was felt
to be completely inappropriate as a useful
descriptor of any military situation.
It is used in Chapter II of
this report as a convenient generic term to refer to the general
topics of LOS, visibility,
etc., and is not used thereafter.
As a result,

the task force effort proceeded on three

fronts:

II
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(1)

Review and critique of the reports of the three studies
most directly responsible for the current controversy:
(a)

TETAM (CACDA and CDEC)

(b)

HELAST II

(c)

STAGS

(HEL)

(CACDA and HEL)

(2)

Formulation of precise, universally applicable defininitions of such terms as line-of-sight, visibility,
detection, recognition, identification, and engagement.

(3)

Terrain description:
(a)

First sighting distance (definition,
factors which affect it)
measure it,

(b)

Periods of "in-view" and "out-of-view" (definition, effect of range, intercorrelations)

(c)

Real vs. idealized terrain (pros and cons of
each, categorizations of battlefields, guidance
for use jo terrain studies)

how to

Initial results were discussed at the 3-4 October 1977 meeting at Ohio
State University and further developed at a meeting on 26-27 October
1977, also at Ohio State.
During this period the evaluation of past
work was extended to provide coverage of Chinese Eye, Lost Horizon,
arid, at least by inference, the NATO Range Study.
At the conclusion of the 26-27 October 1971 meeting, assignments were made regarding final write-up of the various sections of
the report.
Most of these were completed within a month and forwarded
to Dr. Bishop for compilation of the first
draft of the report.
It so
happened, however, that Dr. Bishop's term of appointment with the ASAP
terminated in November 1977, and Mr. Hardison suggested a delay in
further activity until new contract arrangements could be worked out.
This was finally accomplished in September 1978, and the Task Force
met 18-19 September at Ohio State to discuss the first
draft and
formulate changes.
It was agreed to expand the analysis and
discussion of the data, its quality, interpretation, and imolication.
A second draft was compiled which, after minor modification, became
the final report.
C.

Report Format.

In Chapter II of this report, the methodologies used and the
results obtained from TETAM, HELAST II, STAGS, Chinese Eye III, Lost

8.

Horizon, and the NATO Range Study are discussed and critiqued.
A
discussion follows of the implications of the findings from each stulv
relative to the design of future experiments.
A set of definitions derived by the task force is presented
in Chapter III.
Although further improvement may be desirable to
provide a completely precise, universally applicable set, the task
force feels that those definitions presented constitute a major steo
toward the ideal and a step of sufficient magnitude to be useful in
accomplishing the task at hand.
Furthermore, these definitions will
be the ones intended when the terms line-of-sight, visibility, etc.,
are used in Cnapters IV, V and VI.
Chapter IV is a summary and evaluation of the data
collected.
The implications of the findings with resoect to weaoon
system effectiveness are discussed in Chapter V. Also included is a
summary of additional work required, which includes F discussion of
the use of idealized versus real terrain.
Chapter VI contains the
task force's conclusions and recommendations.

S~9
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II.

REVIEN AND CRITIQUE OF PAST
WORK

This chapter summarizes and
critiques siK of the more
pertinent studies which involve
the effects of terrain on the
against armor attacks,
defense
Each is covered in its
own sectoron.
section includes a summary
Each such

description of the study, a critique,
statement regarding the usefulness
of the results, includinq both a
methdology and any numerical results,
the
and the implications for the
design of future experiments.
The studies are, in the order
of their
presentation:
Section

Stud_

A

TETAM

B

HELAST II

C

STAGS

D

Chinese

E

Lost Horizon
(bound in
classified annex)

F

NATO Range Study
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(CDBC)

(HEL)

(HEL and CACDA)
Eye III

separate

A.

TETAM
TETAM Exoeriment

11.8,

Phases

IA,

IE,

IL,U.S.

rrny

Combat Developments Experimentation Command (CDEC) , 172
1.

INTRODUCTION
r2he most extensive

empirical

accumulated to date is TETAM, Phases
tiveness
r'esting of Antitank Missile

terrain

IA, IE,
Systems

visibility
and IL
ll.R).

Thta
(Tactical
In 1972,

e
F[fecthe

Combat Deielopments Experimentation Command (CDEC) conducted visibility measurements on a total of 16 sites in both the U!" •nd Fedleral
Peoublic of Germany (FRG).
The four US sites were located at Fort
Hunter Liggett, California (desiqnated sites 1L and 21,).
The ]2
Five sit-n
ce.maining sites were in the Federal Republic of Germany.
in Fulda and one site near the Hohenfels Traininq Area (desiqnatec3
sites lF-6F) and six sites in the North German Plain (designatel sit'•
lfI-6B) were selected.
The FRG data were collected in 4oril throuii
June 1972, and the HLMR and Fort Lewis sites were measured in Seatemoer through December 1972.
These data have been used (and ar,
currently being used) in many models to analyze, evaluate, anrd simulate weaoons systems performances; and the results have hal and nre
having significant imoacts on decisions made on weapons develooment
and fielding.
Thus, the imoortance of accurate intervisibility ?ta
cannot be overestimated.
1.

Description of Test and Exoerimental Methodology.

(1) Purpose.
The stated ournose of the exoeriment was
"to obtain data on the frequency and seqment lengths of line of siiht
(intervisibility) between advancing armor units and emplaced antitink
missile systems (ATMS)."
(2)
Methodology.
A short description of the methodology or experimental procedure follows.
(a)
Site Selection.
The 12 FRG terrain sites
were selected by CDEC planners.
They were located in areas that have
been traditional invasiGn routes through Germany.
Five of the sites
chosen were in the Fulda Gap a~ea, one was located in the Hohenfels
major training area, and six were in the North German Plain, between
Hanover and Hamburg.
The question of how well the chosen sites represented the general area was addressed in the TETAM report by the
following comments:
There is no scientific proof that the six sites used in each
area were in fact representative of the general areas in
which they are located.
It is unlikely that attacking arpor
forces would actually be encountered on four of the sites

"11
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(3F, 5F, 5B, and 6B); in
however, were tank trails
wnich tanks could not traverse.

(OF, 5F)
only two of those sites
forced over a majority of terrain

On each 2x5 Kr"
(b)
Defensive position siting.
terrain site
the most defensible terrain was selected by team memoers.
An infantry officer was given the mission of organizing a simulated
area defense on that terrain incorporating 30 or 36 antitank missile
positions.
At each ATM position chosen m set of three tri-colored
Each ATV
wooden panels was erected facing the far end of the site.
and also by a ]'x12'
panel was identified by a large numeral or letter
The too
target cloth "V" (for location by aerial photography).
blue, 44" in vertical dimension) on each panel
colored stripe (i.e.,
represented the height above ground of a Shillelagh missile system;
tne second stripe (red, 28"), the height of a TOW M113 mounted; and
the bottom stripe (yellow, 44"), the height of a TOW or DRAGON (arounJ
Each position was map spotted by the infantry officer.
mounted).
(c)

Armored

vehicle approach

paths.

Ten armorei

vehicle (tank) aporoach oaths were laid beginninq at the end of the
Ten tank commanders were ,iven
site away from the defended terrain.
tne mission of selecting and delineating the paths that they would
follow in a tank if they were advancing using raEid approach threat
Paths on 11 of the 12 terrain sites were selected by tank
doctrine.
commanders on foot since maneuver rights could not be obtained in
these sites.
Tracked vehicles were used on site 6F (Hohenfels major
training area).
Tank commanders were instzucted to take the most
direct route through the site, commensurate with physical limitations
of a tank.
As a tradeoff of tactical realism for experimentail completeness, tank commanders were instructed to go through
obstructions (towns, heavy brush, forest), which a tank
would not ordinarily go through, rather than skirting
This was done to cover the site more thoroughly
them.
with viewing points.
Paths were terminated on one side of
the obstruction and began on the other side, where
visibility was likely to exist.
Moving with the tank commander, a four-man detail marked each oath at
Every
25-meter intervals; these points were called viewing points.
other viewing point was marked with a 1' x 61 target cloth "X" for
location by aerial photography.
(d)
Data Collection.
A data collection team,
called "Battelle Walkers", moved along each path, stopping at every
was
The first
25-meter interval stake marker to take two readings.
from 7 feet high (turret height of a tank) and the second from 4 feet
high (null height).
Using unaided eye, binocular, or telescooe
(choice left to the individual) one team member scanned the defensive

12

front (left
to right), identifying the lowest color on each oanel
could be seen.
If none of the panel was visible,
a notation for
nonvisibility was recorded.
Obscuration was categorized as
vegetation, landtorm, manmade objects, and unknown.
The report

that

commerts:
The project team was aware of the purposes for which Phase
IC information was being collected; field determinations
were therefore made to insure that data collected would

reflect intervisibility as it

existed in

presenting

opportunity to engage with ATM.
(e)

US sites.

Similar procedures were

in the US on HLMR and Fort Lewis sites.

followed

b.
Results and Analysis.
The re-;ults and subsequent
analysis of the TETAM data generally focus on the visible
segment
length distributions
(mean and standard deviation), the expected
number of LOS initiations
per ATM per path, the probability of LOS
(total
number of ATM-path stake pairs with LOS divided by the total
number of ATM-path stake pairs), and the causes by percent for loss of

LOS.
Figure II-A-l displays a set of summary statistics
used to
represent test results.
They are taken from the CACDA TETAM analysis.
CDEC published data results and analysis are somewhat different and
show slightly longer visibility segments.
The differences are in
large part due to differences in agqregating results for analysis.
In
general, the TETAM results indicated short-er segment lengths and less
LOS than had previous studies (14,ATO Range Study and Lost Horizons).
In comparison with la' ýr experiments (HELAST II, STAGS), the TETAM
results show in general much longer segments.
Distributions of
opening ranges derived from the TETAM data have not appeared in open
literature.
2.

CRITIQUE
a.

Methodology.

(1) Overall tactical considerations.
One of the
principal areas of concern is in the tactical context and
implementation procedures used in the test.
Although the "tactically
unsound" argument is often used by the tactician in defense against
the onslaught of the statistically inclined ORSA, in this case the
criticism may be justifiably warranted, particularly in the selection
of tank approach paths.
The paths chosen were not always constrained
to be tactically realistic and/or subject to tank mobility constraints.
In many cases tank paths were chosen that entered and
exited from nontrafficable fcrested regions.
Thus, the paths did not
represent continuous tactical approach routes.
Proper use of cover
and concealment was in effect ignored, together with the continuity of
the tank paths,
Although the rapid approach tactic was beinq

Al^
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Figure II-A-1. Summary Statistics of TETAM Visibility Data.
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:presented, a review of the sites and associated trail overlays
illustrates that the immediate concern was to spread the 10 oaths
apart so as to cover more uniformly as much of the terrain site as
possiole.
In effect this would tend to decorrelate paths further from
cover and tactical realism.
Even with this approach, vegetation was
in nearly all sites the predominant cause of LOS interruption.
A more
realistic tactical threat approach would therefore imply a greater use
of cover and, therefore, a closer correlation of paths with near
vicinity cover.
Thus, since first
sighting distance and other LOS and
.7isibility characteristics are closely related to the quality of the
tactical us.- of the terrain, the values obtained in this study could
contain significant errors.
(2)
Density of defender positions and paths.
The
selection of 30 to 36 defender sites versus 10 attacker paths was
clearly a tactical error.
Real world conditions usually dictate a
threat numerical advantage of at least three, hopefully five, to one
before attempting an attack.
This in itself
should reflect somewhat
as to the relationships between weapon/target densities and tarqet
exposures. From the point of view of maximizing visibility, the net
effect is to underoptimize the "average" defender position.
The
spreading ot the threat paths over the entire area further confounds
the results.
A larger threat force, 20 to 30 paths (tactically
chosen), together with - imaller defender force, 10 to 15, would have
allowed a more realistic tactical situation to be portrayed.
The
panels reoresenting the defender positions were too frequently placed
on the military crest of the defensive position to facilitate their
being seen by the data collectors.
Any actual ATM positions located
in' defensive positions would utilize hull defilade firinq positions or
concealed positions considerably forward of or behind where the panels
were located, and would thus have a different view of the battlefield.
Also, the use of differing height panels to represent different
weaoons systems is questionable.
In fact, it is difficult to
distinguish a weapon system (other than helicopters) by its height
above ground if it selects a tactically realistic position.
Tanks and
TOWs, for example, select their defensive firing positions using
differing criteria, both seeking to minimize their exposure to enemy
fire.
(3)
Measurement resolution and defirnition of
visibility.
The next most critical aspect of the TETAM experiment
impacts tremendously on the interpretation of results and traces
directly tc the definition of visibility and measurement resolution
used.
(a)
Visibility definition.
Visibility was
defined to exist if the data recorder at a 25-meter marker along the
path could see any portion of the ATM panel and if, in his judgment,
the intervening vegetation, cultural, or land mass obstruction(s), if
any, were not severe enough to prevent engagement of a tank target on

15
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the path.
Primarily, the restricting condition was based on warhead
penetration of the intervening vegetation without premature detonation.
In those cases where the tank path recording location was
blocked by local vegetation, the recorder was allowed to adjust (i.e.,
move a small distance away from a tree branch, clump, etc.) in order
This localization was
to obtain the intervisibility measurement.
intended to allow for partial obscuration of a tank from the 4TM.
This resulted in the sampling location being changed because of feedSuch a local ootimization
back from the condition being measured.
tends to introduce a lower limit on the size of an interruption or ooThus, sTall
struction to LOS that would be included in the sample.
branch, leaf, or tree trunk clutter near the target in effect could ne
ignored to the extent the judgmental definition of the recorder did
not consider it as preventing an ATM engagement.
The measureTent
(b)
Measurement resolution.
technique implied a static measurement from two observation ?oints (4
feet and 7 feet high) at each 25-meter marker alona the tank oaths.
The interpretation that is generally applied to the resultinq 1ati
treats the condition measures at each point (i.e., visible or nonvisible) as an attribute existing along the entire 25-meter seqment.
Using this assumption, successive 25-meter segments along the paths
are combined into "continuous" intervisible and nonintervisible seqments, and the resultant density distributions of segment lengths are
formed.
(This is the technique that results in the values shown in
Figure II-A-I and was used to arrive at the means and standard leviClearly then, the results are an approximation to
ations shown).
A better anoroach
rather than a measurement of continuous visibility.
to determine the required measurement resolution necessary to achieve
an estimate of continuQus visibility (or lack thereofi would be to
base the sample spacing along each path on the dimension (minimum oreThen at least,
sented horizontal spread) of the target tank vehicle.
the discrete sampling technique, combined with the same visibility
definition, would allow a reasonable extrapolation of segment length
distributions.
b.

Data Interpretation and Validity of Reported Results.

Based on the above described measurement procedures,
the following qualifications should be applied to the TETAm statistical parameters.
Subject to
(1) Probabilit'j of line of sight (PLOSIshoUt- be guite close
the definition of LOS specifiel, this statistic
to the value thal. would be estimated using a "continuous" measurement
technique.
However, tactically the TETAM results may be misleadinq

16

since tney are deoendent on variations in defender sitini and an..roach
Thus,
route selection resulting from a questionable tactical scheme.
hiqner resolution measurements are not expected to chanqe results siinificantly if definitions and tactics are kept constant.
This sta(2)
Expected number of LOS initiations.
definition.
tistic
is extremely sensitive to resolution and visi---ity
Ooviously the TETAM data must be an underestimate if any rOs bre.ks
Some preliminary
How much is unknown.
less than 25 meters exist.
work on resolution comnarisons show that if measurement resolution
were 5 meters, then the number of segments could well increase by
factors of 2 to 3.
Just as the number of
(3)
Duration of LOS segments.
initiations is undere-Tted, the curat~ons are overestiT.Ated since
the oroduct of the expected number of initiations and the averaiye visible segment lenqth duration is proportional to the PLOS statistic,
In effect, this means the three 'statiswhich is relatively stable.
tics" should not be treated as independent.
Fractional cover.
The primary reason for loss :)f
(4)
LOS was reported to be vegetation in the majority of data excent for
This is the only
th2 Fulda sites, whece landforms were pre'ominant.
If the orcclue w? have in attempting to extrapolate the test data.
Jominant reason for loss of LOS were due to landform, and if landforrr
surface heijht variations over distances of 25 meters are sufficiently
s.all,
then the TETAM sampling procedure may be quite close to niqher
On the other hand, if the LOS loss is oriresolution measurements.
marily due to vegetation, then the corresponding height fluctuations
Fluctuof the vegetation over 25 meters would dictate the impact.
ations of vegetation height, location, and density can easily be substantial.
With such fluctuations, the TETAM results wc~ld be sijnificantly altered in the direction of shorter visible segments.
3.

USES OF RESULTS

a.
The TETAM visibility experiments represent an extensive
However,
and usable data base if properly qualified and understood.
it is not a high resolution data base and should not be used to "oredict" or represent continuous visibility in problems involving fracComparisons of weapon systems dependent uoon
tional target coverage.
vate of fire, missile/round time of flight, weapon observer tcackini,
and in general, other parameters closely related to fractional or
The data are,
intermittent cover are not supported by this data base.
however, quite applicable when addressing problems where precise time
For example, "How many potential
or space resolution is not required.
kill zones of 200 to 300 metezs duration exist between 2 and 4 kms in
Fulda type terrains versus NGP terrains?", is a reasonable TETAM data
base problem, again subject to the previously mentioned tactical constraints.
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b.
It is unfortunate that models and simulations that use
the 'ITAM data for comparing relative effectiveness of guns versus
missiles ipparently ignore the fact that the TETAM intervisibility
data pertain only to engagement with specific missiles under a very
restricted set of assumptions, which are not applicable in general to
other weapon systeiTs and target engagement processes.
c.
Sirnce the basic tank paths were determined by persons
operating independently of each other, not only is the actual route
selection itself
in question, but the possibility of assuming any time
coordination between, the various moving elements is prevented.
Thus,
the whole section of the TETAM 'report dealing with multiple tarqet
intervisibility to a single firer is questionable.
4.

IMPLICATION!:" FOR DESIGN OF FUTURE EXPERIMENTS.

a.
The detailed analyses of the TETAM data and the subsequent problems in which analysts have attempted to use the data are
severely constrained by three conditions, namelv, the underlying tactical conditions, the measuremerit resolution, and the visibility definition.
The firsr. lesson to be remembered is never violate tactical
realism for the sake of "experimental completeness", etc., without
first
demonstrating thatsuch modifications are immaterial.
Seconi,
specify precisely definitions of the terms to be used and, third,
field checks should be made to insure that the riieasurement techrio'e
will produce the data described in the definition.
b.
On force multiple intervisibility, the threat element
paths and dynamic time sequence must be generated as a tactical unit.
Individual route. selection is not adequate.
c.
Visibility ie,a two-way problem.
Reversed measurement
is riot adequate.
Likewise, the location of intervening mask or
partial obstruction relative to the observer/target location is
essential for detailed interpretation.
To date mask locations have
not been recorded in visibility experiments.
B.

HELAST II
A Field Study on the Effects of Mobility/Agility on Target
Presentation and Defender Reaction, US Army Human EngineerIng Laboratory (HEL) Technical Memorandum 12-73, July 1973.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The HELAST II Experiment was conducted at Fort Knox, Kentucky, in September and October of 1972.
The effort was conducted in
three phases, the objectives of which were:
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Phase I -

"to develop experimental techniques to assess

movini
gunner tracking performance on a more realistically
target than currently used in most research, develooment anri

testing";
Phase II "to describe in detail
the target presented
type conditions"; and
tank maneuverinq under tactical

by :i

Phase III -- "to measu:e how increasinq the mobility/alility
of target vehicles might affect the fire-engagement behavior

of stationary gunners."
While Phases I and III are certainly of general interest,
Phase II deals with the intervisibility area in particular and so our
comments will be restricted, for the most part, to that ohase.
The Pha-e II test data were collected by nersonnel locatecd
at 5 defender positLons, who were observing vehicles with various
mobility characteristics moving along 7 "tactical oaths".
The defender/viewer positions were chosen without tactical
considerations in mind.
That is, those Dositions were chosen to ontimize the defender's view of the vehicle paths and most were comoletelv
in the open; cover, concealment and acceptable escape routes were not
provided.
On the other hand, the target vehicle paths were chosen to
represent various tactical movements.
For example, four of the n.oths
could be described generally as attacking the defender positions, one
represented a crossing target, and the final two were laid out to
represent a vehicle emerging from the woodc, being fired urion, and
returning to the cover provided by the woods.
All seven paths were located in a single region of Fort Knox
just south of St. Vith's Ridge, but each one was designed independently of the others.
The paths were laid out so that each contained
several "halt points", i.e., locations at which the attack vehicle was
-completely out of view of all defender positions.
Table 1 of the
project report shows the lengths of the path segments between halt
points.
Four of the severi courses werp less than 400 meters in total
length.
During the conduct of the experiment, a color coded tank was
moved along each path, and the intervisibility status of that vehicle
to each defender position was determined in two ways.
First, the tank
was moved to "stop points" locatedi at 25 meter increments along the
attack vehicle paths.
At each of these points the tank was photographed, in color, from each of the defender positions.
Secondly, the
.tank was moved over each course at "as close to 5 mph as possible"
while gun cameras at each firing position made continuous film

-- - - -

records.

These data colJ w:tion methods orovided the intervisitilitv

information sets which were compared
2.

in the analysis of Phase IT.

CRITIQUE

The first
Two major contributions were made by HErAST II.
was the recordinq of visibility data from the defender nosition to th•
attack oath instead of vice versa as was done in TETM'4 and] !arlier
studies.
Since visibility invo1 °.'es mo:e than ooint-to-noint T-O (zeCnapter III of this report) , thý direction of viewinq is of vital importance.
The other major contribution was the use of movie cameras
obtain continuous records of tarqet 5dvances to serve as a check on
tne discrete static recordings to which previous studies hia3 been
limited.
Comparison of the 25-meter resoiution with the continuous
film data indicated that on the whole the discrete data ienerated
si-::i ficantly longer visible paths tharn did the continuous observatioirs.

to

Conversely, several auestions can be raised concerning the
desiqn of the HELAST II experiments and hence their results.
The indeaenJence of the attacker paths necessarily precludes the collection
of meaningful multiple-tarqet visibility data. The limitinq of nath
locations to a single region raises questions about whether an adequate sampling of terrain was obtained to permit the results to *e
generalized.
This is especially pertinent since it was found that it
seems to be mainly vegetation "which serves to interrupt the gunner's
view of the tarqet, not vertical terrain maskineT," and the veqetation
at Fort Knox is very different from that found in more likely combat
sito s.
The shortness of the Paths raises doubts as to whether
enough data could be collected on them to draw any firm conclusions
about the intervisibility characteristics of the St. Vith's Pidgve
area, let alone enough to make generalizations to more orobable combrt
areas.
It was reported that the "leaps-ar.,-bounds" techniaue of vehicle movement used on all the oaths constrained all halt nositions to
be completely out of view of all defender positions.
Although these
halt points were identified after the paths had been laid out with the
objective of enhancing tactical realism, nevertheless, they could tend
to shorten the length of in-view periods thus increasini the number of
transitions between in-view and out-of-view states Than might
otherwise be expected.
This could certainly explain differences with
TIEETAM and other results.
Any analysis of experimental data must of course take into
account the errors inherent in the control of experimental conditions
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and data collection.
In the collection of the HELAST II intervisibility
data, the intervisibility
status is assumed constant over
25-meter path segments in the discrete case, and that status is
determined by whether IV does or does not exist at the initial
noint
of the segment.
Clearly the goodness of this
approximation depends
upon the characteristics
of the terrain
being evaluated as well as the
fineness of the measurement resolution.
In the continuous mode, th?
color coded tank moved along each course at "as close to 5 moh as :ossible".
Yet no data are provided to assess the variability
of tank
speed - and hence the length of intervisible
segments - durini the
"continuous" phase.
The imtpact of these problem areas cannot be
assessed but should be kept. in mind when reviewing the test
results
and conclusions.
3.

USES OF RESULTS
a.

Methodology

Two methodological contributions of HELAST II were mentionel
in the last
section.
These were (I) the recording of the data from
the defender positions toward the attacker, and (2)
the collection of
continuous visibility
data.
Both led to interestinq results which require additional study.
The directionality
of visibility-related
phenomena is heavily supported by both logical considerations and tho
need for tactical
realism.
The collection of continuous visibility
data on film provides the basis for comparisons with discrete data of
any desired resolution.
Some further examination by HEL has already
culminated in HEL TM 11-74, "The Effects of Measurement Resolution on
the Descriptions of Target Visibility."
The findinqs of that renort
led to the "continuous resolution" laser data collection methodolony
used during the STAGS experiments, and will certainly be required for
the evaluation of laser guided systems which will require intervisibility
data as input.
HoweGver,
it should be emphasized that other
locations could help relate resolution to a variety of terrain characteristics,
thereby making it possible to specify acceptable resolutions for future field studies and be assured of obtaining hiqh
quality data without the need for expensive movie equipment.
b.

Data Interpretation

There is enough controversy over just
how represent-itive of
realistic
combat areas the terrain and vegetation at St. Vith's Pidge
is,
ond over the amount of data collected during HELAST II,
to areclude the use of those results
in aaialyses supportinq important weanon
system decisions.
However, the measurement techniques, definitions of
terms, and data collecticn procedures used in HELAST II,
appear to be
among the most realistic
used in any experimental effort
up to that
time.
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visibility

In general, there aopears to be a tendency in these "interstudies" to try to characterize the IV attributes
of a

oarticular terrain/tactical scenario combination, by the Jistribution
of IV seqment lenqths.
Whiie this distribution is certainly :n
inoortant indicator, it does not provide all of the information
necessary for a system evaluation.
For examole, the distribution of
nonintervisihle segment lengths is also very imnoortant, as well as
knowing whether there is any correlation between the lengIths of a,]joining in-view and out-of-view segments.
TOW, COPPERHEAD and HELLFIRE are all systems whose emrlovment requires significant periods of IV, but which will tolerate
breaks in LOS of certain durations.
Thus a more complete analysis an(
characterization of test data are required from future efforts.
Specifically, effort must be directed at answering questions such )r:
(1)

How can we characterize terrain and veietation
from an intervisibility view ooint?

(2)

How do the IV characteristics at Fort Knox compare with those of more likely combat sites?

(3)

Do the results found in HFIAST IT seem reoresentative or oathological?

With these thoughts in mind, the first
conclusion drawn by
HErAST II was that "for this terrain structure and vegetation, tanks
moving in a tactical tyoe situation oresent enemy gunners with intermittent target exposures of brief duration."
Although the tactical realism of the defenders nositions can
be questioned, it seems probable that the choice of concealed
oositions with acceotable escape routes, etc., would have served only
to decrease the intervisibility characteristics of those positions.
The attack paths chosen do individually reoresent some variety of the
tactical movements in which tanks are likely to become involved.
However, the lengths of the courses and the ranges and freciuencv with
which each type of maneuver was conducted, and how they compare with
actual battlefield conditions could no doubt be debated.
Nonetheless, with the caveat that the results apolv only to
the terrain on which they were obtained and for the particular vehicle
paths chosen, it s'ould be hard to seriously quarrel with the HELAST II
conclusion concerning short-duration, intermittent target exoosures.
Perhaps the "surprise" associated with the 'publishing of the
HELAST II intervisibility results was caused by their significant
departure from the IV results of earlier studies such as TETAM.
However, the results of that study may not be a good basis for
comparison (see Section II-A on the Review of TETAM).
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4.

IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN OF FUTURE EXPERIMENTS

The implications of the intermittent nature of the exposures
of advancing targets was discussed above in subsection 3b with respect
to the effects on such devices as TOW, COPPERHEAD, and HELLFIRE.

Obviously these devices must be tested under various conditions of
in-view and out-of-view path segment distributions.
An associated
item of basic importance is to determine coLrelations of segment

lengths in various types of terrain.
Such correlations and effects on
the capability of various weapon systems to successfully engage moving
targets is addressed in Chapter V.
Measurement-resolution

effects on the determination of

in-view and out-of-view segment lengths was covered in subsection 3a.
Knowledge of acceptable resolutions for various types of terrain would
certainly enhance both the effectiveness and the economy of future

experimentation.
An additional

finding,

not previously discussed,

is

that

"slight changes in observer position can result in large changes in
those portions of a target path which are visible."
This finding,
also noted in the Lost Horizons tests, emphasizes the desirability of
measuring intervisibilities from the defender position and points to
the need for more than a single replication of data collection on the
same piece of terrain.
That is, two or more sets of defended
positions and attack paths and multiple runs over each path should be
usbd in assessing the characteristics of any single piece of terrain.
This point should be considered in future experimental efforts.
This finding also has another important implication.
Several commonly used computer combat simulations (e.g., AMSWAG,
CARMONtTTE, DYNTACS) are played on digitized terrain.
In these
simulations, engagements with direct fire weapon systems can occur if
the target is within the maximum range of the weapon and if "LOS"
exists.
The existence and duration of LOS in these modelo is
deterministically assessed by computations on the digitized terrain
data base.

(DYNTACS does allow superposition of some microterrain

features as random variables, but does not directly provide
inter-segment correlations or calculation of durations of interruption
of LOS.)
However, as pointed out, slight changes in an observer
position can significantly alter the IV characteristics of that
position.
Studies have also been performed which show that the "kill
scoreboards' and final outcomes of simulated battles can be completely
changed by small changes in defender positions and attacker path (see:
Investigations of the Variation of Combat Model Predictions with
Terrain Line of Sight, Farrell, R. L., and Frpedman, R. J., Vector
Research, Inc., Report No. AMSAA-i, FR75- 1 ).
With these results in hand, one wonders about the utility
of
models which treat intervisibility deterministically, especially in
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the evaluation
of those systems,
e.g.,
TOW, COPPERHEAD, HELLFIRE,
whose effectiveness
is
so sensitive
to the IV characteristics
of the
terrain
immediately surrounding their
deployment.
In those cases it
seems that
a stochastic
treatment based on appropriate
empirical data
of IV would lead to more believable
and repeatable
result3.

C.

STAGS

The Influence of Tactics,
Techniques on Apparent
Engineering Laboratory
July 1977

Use of Terrain, and Measurement
Target Behavior, US Army Human
(HEL)
Technical Memorandum 23-77,

and
STACS IntervisibilityStudqy,
Develcpments Activity
February 1977

(CACDA)

US Army Combined Arms Combat
Technical Paoer TP 2-77,

INTRODUCTION

1.

The data described in the two subject
reports
were collected
during the Swedish S-Tank Agility/Survivability
(STAGS)
Evaluation,
cond•ucted at
Fort Knox,
Kentucky, and Fort Bliss,
Texas, from November
1975 to March 1976.
The general objective
of this
field
experiment
was to describe
the way an attacking
tank, when operating
as a member
of a tactical
unit,
appears as a target
to defending gunners.

terrains,
measuring

visible

More specifically,
attacker
tactics,
"intervisibility"

the experiment utilized
different
defender weapon types and techniques of
in an at'.empt to answer questions
such as:

a.
How do each of the above
to a defending force?

factors

influence

attacking

b.
What are the times and distances
along
tank is visible
to various defenders?

is

c.
What is
the total
time along its
course
to one or more af the defenders?,
and

visible

defender

d.
What
visibility

is

the frequency and duration
to multiple
targets?
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2.

CRITIQUE

The HEL and CACDA reports were based upon the same field
experiment.
Hence, there were necessarily some similar analyses anJ
reporting of results, especially in the areas concerning the
discrepency between visual and laser 1 "intervisibility"
data and the
effect of tactics
and terrain on the measured "intervisibility"
information.
Aside from these common areas, the HEL analysis was
concerned with a comparison of the differences in visibility
from
ground mounted and simulated helicopter hover firing positions.
The
CACDA report, on the other hand, presented a great deal of information

on two aspects of multiple visibility, i.e.,
the number of times when
one defender position had visibility to multiple targets and the
numbers of times when multiple defenders had visibility to the same
target.
vihile it does make sense to discuss those areas
there are aspects of the experiment, which, being common
reports, -an be reviewed in the context of both reports.
following paragraphs discuss therefore,
(1) the selection
sites
and (2) the measurement of laser visibility
(termed
in both reports).
visibility
a.

separately,
to both
The
of test
inter-

Test Site Selection

It is stated in the HEL report that "test
site
selection was
deemed critical,
because of the desire to consider the usual and
normal situations rather than the unusual or bizarre."
Forts Knox and
Bliss were chosen therefore since "Fort Knox (is)
considered as
representative of the terrain and vegetation found in portions of
Northwestern Europe, and Fort Bliss of that found in some desert
areas."
Two test
sites
were chosen both at Forts Knox and Bliss.
The
choice of the Fort Knox sites
was based upon the following factors:

(1) The waterways Experimental Station indicated that
the vehicular trafficability of those areas very closely matched that
found in the Fulda area of Germany;

1

In the STAGS study, laser designation was the only EO system
employed.
Therefure, even though the original reports have sometimes referred to electro-optical systems in general, the experimental
results do not cover the spectrum of EO devices, so in this reDort the
term laser will be used exclusively.
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(2)
The sites chosen provided the longest field of
view of any sites available; and
(3)
Certain experienced Army Officers felt that the
chosen sites were quite representative of "German Terrain".
in f•,ct a critical Doint,
The choice of test sites is,
of the general applicability
questioning
because the basis of recent
of the results of these two reports is that the Fort Knox terrain, and
in oarticular its vegetation, is significantly different from that
Hence the objective of choosing "representfound in West Germany.
ative terrain" may not have been met in STAGS.
Thus, it appears that until we devise a method for
interobjectively characterizing a piece of terrain as to its
visinility characteristics, the chances of alleviating current
problems by additional similar experimental efforts seem very low
For example, unless such a characterization is developed, how
indeed.
will the sites for future experimental efforts to affirm or deny the
findings of this study be chosen; and how could we ever be satisfied
that the entire distribution of terrain, as far as IV characteristics are concerned, has been sampled and the effects upon our newer
weapon systems determined?
0.

Measurement of Laser In-ervisibility

At each test site, defender positions were chosen with
The attacking vehicle oaths
tactical considerations firmly in mind.
were determined by the coordinated muvement of a platoon of tanKs,
using each of two attack tactics, rapid approach and bounding overwatch.
During the platoon movement each tank marked its position at
10 second intervals by 6ropping numbered blocks.
After the paths had been established, a color coded tank
traversed the path defined by each vehicle in the platoon, staying as
"Target visibility data were
close to 5 miles per hour as possible.
collected from each of the defensive positions both visually (with an
observer looking through a weapon sight) and photographically (by
Additionally, five of the defensive positions
means of a gun camera).
at each experimental site were equipped with a wide angle (±170) Laser
Detector in order to determine when uninterrupted line of sig.it
existed between a laser beacon mounted on the commander's cupola of
the target vehicle and the laser detector located at the defensive
The laser "intervisibility" data were
(HEL Report, p. 9)
position."
collected in the hopes that they would correlate well with the visual
Then, it was reasoned, the laser method would provide a
data.
in future
relativaly easy way of measuring visual inter.isibility
It is well known, however, that the visual and liser data
tests.
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differed significantly.
That difference has sparked concern &bout the
ability of our laser guided systems to operate in a battlefield
environment.
While it has frecuently been discussed, the olacinq of the
laser beacon on the color coded target tank and the receivers at the
defender positions has, to a large degree, confounded the results of
tnis experiment, at least as far as laser guided weapons are concerned.
For examole, it is not clear that the laser IV information
could be used in an evaluation of any system requiring laser designation of the target, nor is it clear that the laser and visual IV
results can even be compared.
These points will be expanded upon in
the following sections. but it seems that future test efforts, aimed
at assessing laser guided weapon performance, should avoid this
Droblem area.
For assessing other weapons such as TOW or 5EAMPIDEP
for example, the best test set-up is hot immediately obvious and its
definition would require a careful review of the evaluation
methodology available for those systems.
In the following sections, critiques of the analyses
performed and conclusions drawn by the HEL and CACDA Studies are
orovided.
c.

Data Collection,
(1)

Analysis,

and Conclusions t'rawn.

Comparison of Visual and Laser IV.

Within these studies, visual IV was defined to exist
whenever any portion of the target was visible to the observer.
However, laser IV was by definition said to exist whenever a sensor,
mounted at a defender position, received radiation for an uninterrupted period of at least 0.4 second.
With these definitions of IV in mind, the HEL report
comments that while the average percent of path length visible to
visual and laser observers were about equal, the mean length of
in-view segments was greater for the visual observers than for laser
receivers.
While this is certainly true for the way IV was defined in
this study, one can question just how meaningful such a comoarison is.
For example, the data might be more comparable if we were measurinn
visual IV from the observer to the laser beacon mounted on the tank.
Sut the way the definitions were established in the study, we are
measuring visual and laser IV essentially to two targets of comoletely
different sizes, i.e.,
in one case the entire tank, in the other the
laser emitter.
Further, by having the laser beacon mounted on the
target, we completely lose the contribution to IV which a laser
designator would accrue simply by moving his energy spot to a location
on the target which is not being obscured by terrain
or veqe'ation.
Secondly,

by mounting the emitter on the target we do not

obtain lamer IV data which would permit the evaluation of any laser
27
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guided weapon, although useful information for othe systemp Tmight he
4enerated by such a method.
System simulations of faser guided
weapons require information such as the amount of energy reflected
from the target and other sources of reflected energy, such as those
In this study, a terrain feature which
caused by under or overspill.
caused a break in laser visibility, for even a significant time, might
have little
impact on the effectiveness of an incoming laser quided
weaoon if the obstacle were located close to the tarqet, so that
projectile trajectory deflection, due to the false target created by
the obstacle, is minimal.
The distance to the obstacle causing an
interruption in LOS is also important in the evaluation of systems
such as TOW.
Subliminal clutter is defin'4d in the HEL report as "objects
which intrude between an engaging gunner and his target, which may
serve to obscure or partially obscure the target, but which are
ignored or even undetected by the gunner."
The concept of subliminal
clutter is put forth as a "probable, rational explanation for the
distribution of short intervisible segment lengths which were observed
for the laser."
However, it does not appear that anything as sophisticated
as subliminal clutter is required to explain the laser intervisibl2
path lengtn distribution or the difference between it and the
distribution of visually in-view path segment lengths.
Aqain the
differences seem largely explainable by the definitions of laser and
v~isual IV used in this study, and the measurement methods for
estimating laser IV.
For example. tree trunks or branches could be
sufficient to cause a break in laser IV, and yet if the target were
not completely hidden from (visual) view, visual intervisibility
would, by definition, still
exist.
If observers were instructed that
visual IV would be defined to exist when an attack would be made,
using a projectile with a very sensitive contact fuze--which might
detonate even on extremely light foliage, then there may have been
closer agreement between the distributions of in-view segment lengths.
This is not to say that the phenomenon of subliminal clutter
is not a real concern, nor that its effects should not be considered
in future efforts pertaining to the evaluation of laser systems.
It
is possible that subliminal clutter will present a significant problem
to designators operating even at moderate ranges.
However, the set-un
for this experiment precludes the need for that phenomenon to explain
the observed results.
That the CACDA and HELAST II analysis teams were well aware
of the inherent differences between the visual and laser IV data, was
reflected on Page 18 of the HELAST II report and on page 33 of the
CACDA report.
The latter states:
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The position of the laser source provided intervisibility
status disregarding low ground cover but did not account for
instances of high canopy cover such as that caused by trees

where the lower part of the tank cmuld remain visible.
use of a single laser source results in LOS measurement
only to that point on the tank.
could be visible to an observer

The

Thus, parts of the tank
but at the same time be

considered out of LOS to the lazer receiver.
(Note the use of the term "LOS",
visibility".)

while tie HEL report uses "inter-

In an attempt to reconcile the differences between the
visual

and laser

IV data,

CACDA employed filtering

techniques.

That

is, breaks in "exposure time" of less than 2 seconds or less than 5
seconds were disregarded.
The average exposure duration of these
filtered data sets were then compared with the visual average for each
terrain/tactic combination.
It was felt that this filtering would
reduce the problems associated with measuring laser IV to a sinqle
point source and bring the laser data into closer agreement with the
visual.
However, the acceptability of this approach is in doubt
because of the inconsistency of the results achieved by its use.
For
example, on the Knox East-West Course the 2-second filter
yields
agreement beween the two data sets (laser and visual IV) for the rapid
advance tactic, but the 5-second filter
is required for the bounding
overwatch technique.
On the Fort Knox North-South Site, a filter
between two and five seconds produces agreement for both attacker
tactics.
On the Bliss Site 1--the visual and unfiltered laser data
agree rather well, while in Bliss Site 2, a 2-second filtering is
required.
In summary then, the filtering approach does not provide a
uniform way to reconcile the discrepencies between the two data sets.
On this point CACDA states that:
Some of the differences between the observer and laser
data can be explained by allowing the laser data to have
an error (filter
size) of approximately one tank length.
However, other discrepencies can only be explained by the
additional error and judgement on the part of the observer.
The last portion of the preceding statement brings to light
another interesting point.
That is,
that by the definitions provided
elsewhere in this report, the STAGS experiment is actually comparing
visual detection with laser visibility.
While it is not believed that
this distinction contributes significantly.to the differences in the
results, it is one which should be kept in mind.
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(2)

Ground vs Helicopter Visibility.

A portion of the HEL analysis was also directed to a
comparison of the IV characteristics of ground and helicopter mounted
systems.
That report dues indicate that a great deal of thought was
given to the choice of the helicopter positions; and that, due to
resource constraints, observation towers were constructed at those
firing positions.
It was from the towers then that the IV
measurements were taken.
However, one can question whether this kind
of test set-up actually "plays" the helicopter as it would be
tactically used in the field.
For example, an attack helicopter (AH)
may not always hover in a single position to detect, lock-on and guide
a missile to the target.
It is currently felt that a large nart of
the time a scout helicopter or ground based designator will detect a
target, report the target's coordinates to the AH, and then either
.esignate the target itself or hand the target over to the AH for
autonomous attack (i.e., AH would designate the target itself).
In
any case, some feel that the AB might then move to a spot which would
afford him a view of the target as well as some cover, concealment and
an escape route.
Therefore, it seems that by choosing a fixed
position for the helicopter, from which he must view all targets, we
are not taking the unique high mobility capabilities of the helicooter
into account.
On the other hand, some feel that when used in a defensive
role, the attack helicopter will carefully choose firing positions and
repeatedly pop-up and fire from the same positions.
In these circumstances, the STAGS test set-up is not unrealistic.
One conclusion of the HEL report then is that "there is no
significant advantage in target IV accruing to an airborne weaoon
system, when using Nap of Earth iNOE) tactics, over an equivalent
ground mounted weapnn system."
While this appears to be a rather
strong conclusion ftom a limited amount of testing performed, if the
second description of the way in which attack helicopters will be
tactically used is truie, then there may be some indication that the
conclusion is warranted, at least for the particular terrain on which
STAGS was conducted.
(3)

Multiple Visual Visibility.

A major advantage of the STAGS experiment and associated
data base over that of other "intervisibility" tests is the ability to
regenerate the dynamic tactical movement of the tank platoon which was
used to generate the attack paths.
There are at
visibility type data.
(TOW, COPPERHEAD) with
the original target of

least two important uses of this multiple
First, in the evaluation of weapon systems
significant time of flight or response times,
the system may no longer be available for
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attack by the time the weapon arrives in the target vicinity.
Hence,
in the evaluation of those systems, it will be important to know the
visibility status to each potential target as well as the spatial
separations of those visible at any time.
With these data then, it
can be determined whether or not it is possible to redirect the weapon
to another target, which is at that time engageable by that weapon.
Secondly, these data are useful in comparing the effects of
tactics, (rate of advance, use of cover and concealment, etc.) terroin
and weaoon types as to the opportunities which the defending force
will have to fire on the attackers.
(4)

Opening Ranges.

In its report on the STAGS experiment, CACDA presents data
on the "range from defender to target at first
LOS initiation."
(Again note that what was actually measured was range to first
detection).
CACDA points out, however, that attacker paths at the
Knox and Bliss sites were no longer than 2000 and 4500 meters,
respectively, from the dpfender positions.
With these reservations in mind, CACDA points out that the
range to first
detection aopears to be tactic independent, but highly
site dependent.
A two-way analysis of variance of the data presented
suoports CACDA's conclusion.
(5)

CACDA and HEL Report Conclusions.

The CACDA report does not draw any major conclusions from
the STAGS experiment.
It does point out, in a summary section, that
the visibility patterns of targets to defenders depend upon tactics,
terrain, and defender position.
They also caution readers that
"intervisibility data from observers should be used very carefully."
This is presumably due to the differences between the laser and visual
data and that the latter should not be applied to the evaluation of
laser guided weapons.
Finally, CACDA states that it will conduct
further analyses "to examine what effect the difference of target
intervisibility recorded by a laser and an observer has on the
engagement opportunities of specific weapon systems."
HEL, on the other hand, has drawn some rather siqnificant
implications from their analysis of the STAGS data.
Those concerning
the difference between laser and visual "intervisibility", subliminal
clutter and the differences between the visibility from ground and air
weapon systems have been discussed earlier.
However, in light of
concern over test site selection and laser measurement methodology,
the practical value of the test results and whether or not they
support the major conclusions of the report can be seriously
questioned.
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3.

USES 07 RESULTS

For the reasons stated previously, the laser IV data
collected by STAGS cannot be used in the eviluation of systems which
require laser designation.
While the visual intervisibility daca
is questionable due to the
collected are of value, their utility
controversy over the "representativeness" of the terrain chosen for
the tests.
Concerning the test methodology in STAGS, the laser
equipmeuit used in this effoL't may not be sensitive enough (or at least
was not set to be sensitive enough) to collect data which would he of
use in system evaluation.
Specifically, at the rate at which the
lasaL HELLFIRE seeker receives energy pulses, it is felt that if only
a relatively few pulses in succession are missed by the seeker,
decorrelationl will occur.
Such a set of pulses could easily occur in
slightly less than 1/2 of a second.
However, for tne equioment used
in this test, loss of laser intervisibility occurs when radiation from
tnQ target is interrupted to a previously activated sensor for a
period of at least 0.5 second.
Hence, the equipment used in STAGS
,night not detect a break in laser IV which was significant enough to
cause a decorrelation of the HELLFIRE missile.
Even though some
interruptions caused by temporary lock-on to intermediate objects
would still
allow subsequent lock-on to the actual target, oroblems of
this sort must be avoided in future efforts whose goals are to
generate data for system evaluations.
Previous studies, namely HELAST-II and HEL TM 11-74 entitled
"The Effects of Measurement Resolution on the Descriptions of Target
Visibility," have shown the pitfalls and incorrect results which
acjrue from obtaining visual IV data at 25 meters or greater
increments zalong the target path.
As noted earlier, STAGS visual IV
data were collected continuously, and this methodology should be
adhered to in future 2fforts.
4.

IMPLICATIONS

The STAGS data show a difference between laser and visual
intervisibilities.
However, it should be emphasized that because of
the atypical way in which the laser data were obtained (i.e., a laser
beacon on the target and a detector at the firing position), it cannot
be determined whether these differences are due to the test procedures
or to such other factors as subliminal clutter.
Therefore, it is
impossible to conclude directly from these results the effect of
laser, much less general EO, irtervisibility
on weapons performance.

1 At decorrelation the missile begins to act like a free flying
rocket.
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However, both the HEL and CACDA reports have raised enough concern
over the visibility characteristics of laser and other sensing systems
which might exist in battlefield conditions, and their implications on
the utility
of laser guided beam rider and TOW/DRAGON type weapons, to
warrant a careful further examination of that subject.
Only moderate amounts of data were collected concerninq the
Indications mav
IV available from attack helicopter firing positions.
be, however, that they do not enjoy significant improvements in IV
If the justification for
over ground mounted weapon firing positions.
the attack helicopter depends heavily upon an increased visibility,
then the finding of this report (i.e., no significant advantage in IV
for airborne over ground weapons) should be tested with further experimentation.
5.

ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS OF STAGS DATA

A further analysis of the STAGS data collected at Fort Knox
has been completed and a draft report prepared by USAHEL.
It should
eventually appear as a HEL Technical Note entitled, "A Pilot Analysis
of 'Stags' Intervisibility Film Data and its
Implicaticns for Future
Assessments."
Since it deals with several items of major interest to
the Terrain Task Force, it is appropriate to discuss the findings
here.

The data were obtained from a frame-by-frame analysis of the
motion picture film taken from each observer position during the
conduct of the STAGS Intervisibility experiment.
These are:
(1) the
resolution effects involved in the use of film data, (2) the percent
of target exposed, (3) the type of obstacle causing loss of LOS. (4)
the approximate location of the obstacle causing loss of line of
sight, (5) presented target aspects as a function of attacker tactics,
and (6) a comparison of resultn of analysis of film data with that
obtained from visual data.
a.

Summary of Findings.

1.
The apparent visibility of a target is
significantly affected by the measurement resolution, even down to
time intervals as small as 1/8 second increments, as a result of
clutter effects.
While the determination of the existence of "line of
sight" at such resolutions may have little
or no effect on a gunner's
visual performance (being largely subliminal in nature) the implications can be very significant tor the performance of systems
depending upon lasers and other types of electro-optics.
2.
When "line of sight" is measured to a target, the
definition of the cequired percent of target exp.osed, or visible, for
"!'visibility" has a significant influence upon the lengths of visible
segments.
That is,
there is a significant change in measured visible
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seinent lengths if the entire tank target is repuired to he visible
than if only 1/2 or 1/4 of the tank is required to be in view to
cualify as visible.
This has implications for a variety of weaoon
systems in the definitions of "effective visibility for engaqement" as
comoared to "visibility" defined as any portion of the target
available.
(3).
These data would indicate that vegetation, not
land form, was the cause of most losses of line of siqht on Knox tynes
of terrain.
Additionally, for the first
time, an attemjt was made to
determine the approximate location of the obstacle causing loss of
line of sight.
(4).
These data would indicate that attacker tactics
have a significant influence on the rathge to the nearest obstacle
causing loss of line of sight.
For attackers using "rapid advance"
tactics, the majority of intervening obstacles are closer to the firer
than to the target.
For attackers using "bounding overwatch" tactics,
the majority of intervening obstacles are closer to the target than to
the firer.
b.

Implications.

Thcse results could have siqnificant imo)lications for the
battlefield performance of a variety of weaoon systems.
For examole,
it is the intervening obstacles close to the firer which have the -ost
impact on line of sight missiles through the effects of "missile
snadow" areas.
On the other hand, for those missiles homing on
reflected laser illumination it is licely that intervening objects
wnich are closer to the target would have more influence.
(1).
The target aspect presented by attacking tanks is
largely head-on or quartering.
It is seldom that a crossing tariet is
presented for engaging gunners.
(2).
When comparing the results of film data withi that
obtained from visual observers, the effects of measurement resolution
are significant.
The visual observer is not caoable of reacting to
brief target exposures v/hich would show up in a high resolution film
analysis.
This also applies to short bteaks in line of sight to the
target.
And yet, with the more sophisticated weapon systems, these
snort interruptions to line of sight to which the gunner does not
react (i.e.,
subliminal clutter) can have a significant impact on
nerformance.
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D.

Chinese Eye III

Anayss of Intervisibility Survey of Exercise Chinese E,*e
I-Ac-tons, Stead, C. and Rowland, D., Defense Operational
Analysis Establishment Memorandum M 77104, April 1977 (UKRESTRICTED)
1.

INTRODUCTION

a.
The Chinese Eye III experiment, a simulated "live-fire"
exercise, was conducted in 1975 by the Defense Operational Analysis
Establishment of the UK in the British zone of the FRG.
The intervisibility portions of these exercises were called Chinese Horizon I
(summer experiment) and Chinese Horizon II (winter experiment).
The
total data package is not available for review at this time.
b. The "intervisibility" data were collected usinq the
"8attelle Walk" method.
Data were collected for 6 different sites.
There were 4 attack routes and about 6 defender locations selected for
eacn site.
2.

CRITIQUE

This experiment was appatently rather well done in that it
was conducted under tactically realistic conditions with good
measurement control.
The following "positive" points are made
regarding this experiment:
a.
The intervisibility test was conducted after a simulated
"live-fire" exercise, i.e., the defender sites and attacker routes
were selected as a sub-set of tactical trials
to qive balance to the
general types chosen.
Two sites each were selected from so-called
plain, rolling, and valleyed types of terrain.
These sites are,
therefore, not necessarily biased in favor of good visibility.
b.
The sites selected, while not necessarily typical of
other places even in Germany, are located in a highly probable combat
zone.
c.
Testing was done under both summer and winter
conditions.
Thus, intervisibility data for identical locations may be
compared for assessment of seasonal variations.
d.
The analysis of test results attempted to determine the
variation in intervisibility due to a general classification of the
terrain (i.e.,
plain, rolling, or valleyed), the average height
differential between the attacker and the defender, and seasonal
variation.
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The following "neqative"
a.

ooints are made:

The "Battelle Walker"

method was used to record

data.

This *zives an implied intervisibility, but reallv only measures
visibility from the attacker to the defender.
b.
The data were collected at 50-meter intervals alonq each
route.
Thus, the results are probably not adeauate for establishing
tne existence of problems in the area of subliminal clutter.
3.
purposes,

USES OF RESULTS
Assuming the 50-meter interval is adequate for measurement
the following data are available from this experiment:

a.
IV/OOV (in-view/out-of-view) seqment len~ths for each
defender site/attacker route/site location/summer or winter
combination.
(Available in the UK).
b.
The mean and standard deviation, as well as histograms
are given for the IV segment lengths.
Similar data for OOV se,iments
were also recorded and both are summarized in Table IV-4.
c.
The above means are plotted as functions of the average
difference between the attacker and defender altitudes.
The variation
in the mean is highly correlated with this variable.
d.
posture,

i.e.,

Sightings are also categorized with respect to defender
hull up or hull down.

The following additional analyses are planned by the UK.
a.
A determination of the proportion of each attacker's
route covered by all defense weapon sites.
b.
The distribution of the number of weapon sites having
simultaneous line-of-sight to any section of a given route.
c.
The proportion of defensive weapon sites having any [OS
at all to a given attacker.
d.
The ranges at which initial
"interv:i*bility" occurs to
any given defender, then to 50% of the defenders.
e.
The proportion of the number of attack routes seen from
a given defender site.
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It is difficult
to know whether or not the information
the Chinese Eye sites
is transferable to other sites.

gathered ahout
The UK has,

however, given some general classifications which might make this
possible.
4.

IMPLICATION ON THE DESIGN OF FUTURE EXPERIMENTS

This experiment should be used as an example for selecting
attacker/defender positions.
The "Battelle Walker" method should not
be used for collecting data.
Some method of measuring continuous LOS
for a variety of sensors is required for future experiments.

E.

Lost Horizon

Exposures of Armored Fighting Vehicles,

Exercise Lost Horizon,

Defense Operational Analysis Establishment Report 7011,
1971

June

(UK-CONFIDENTIAL)

The report of the Lost Horizon exercises is classified UKCONFIDENTIAL although certain items of data from the report are unclassified.
Therefore, the summary and critique of the study are
contained in the classified annex to this report.
Appropriate
unclassified data, however, appear in Chapter IV of this basic
volume.
F.

NATO Range Study

Study to Determine the Maximum Essential Antitank Range ReEuirement for the Main Armament of the Future Main Battle
Tank, SG/ATR WP-1 (AC/174), Annex D, 1963
1.

INTRODUCTION

(Quoted directly from Reference II-F-l)

"This study conducted a map analysis similar to that of
prior BRL studies and discovered that if anything, the intervisibility
ranges were on the average shorter than those reported in
earlier BRL work.
This was then followed by a series of field
measurements.
As the quotation below will show, the field
measurements resulted in much longer average engagement ranges and a
much higher frequency of engagements at long ranges.
"'The data sought were the ranges of intervisibility (not
detection or engagement) that would occur as the opposing tanks
maneuver in meeting, defensive, and offensive operations.
The ranges
obtained were very much longer than those derived from the map
analysis.
For example, on the map of the Rodenberg area of Northern
Germany, for one of the three areas on which'actual field exercises
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were conducted, the map qames 1 showed a mean intervisibility ranle of
3556 meters, while the mau analysis had shown 714 meters.
So far as
can be determined, the NATO investiqators do not explicitlv account
for the great differences between map analysis results end map iarrn=
results.
The most likely explanation would seem to be that the man
analysis took account of the closest tank-obscuring object only, in
randomly-selected, representative areas of each mao, while the mao
qanes apoarently took olace on those portions of. the map which the
olayers determined most suitable for tank combat.
Yet even so, the
difference seems greater than would be expected.'
2.

CRITIQUE (Quoted directly from Reference II-F-l)

"Reflection on the differences in procedure makes it clear
why these results are different and further makes it clear why thq
NATO Range Study is a better estimate than any other orLvious ones.
The mao analyses and studies that derive from them measure with some
orecision the distribution of ranges between obstacles that can hide
two tanks from each other.
However, in the course of a battle, tanks
must move from somewhere 'off the map' to positions on the man.
The
NATO Range Study is,
in fact, a measure of the distribution of the
distances at which tanks could be seen durinq this movement.
It is
tnerefoze a much better estimate of the ranqe deoendence of ooporinities to engage them in any of the orevious studies.
"There are some reasonable criticisms of the NATO Range
StuJy.
One is that it does not provide a measure of orobabilities of
detection given that intervisibility exists.
Nor does it measure the
orobability that.the intervisibility to a moving target will he
obscured in a time too short to permit engaqement after detection.
It
may, therefore, somewhat overestimate the orobability that a successful engagement will be possible as a function of ranqe.
On the other
hand, it has been criticized because in its selection of oositions for
the analysis, it used to the extent possible positions that would have
been selected by combat units equipoed with then current weapons (1M
tanks and 106 recoilless rifles)..
It has been arqued that if forces
were equipped with weapons with much longer effective ranges, they
would, in fact, be able to select defensive oositions that orovided
even greater intervisibility ranges than those that were considerel

l"Mao game" refers to sets tactical exercises carried out on a mao
in the context of a war game wherein attacks against selected
objectives were carried out.
"Map analysis" involved the random selection on a map of potential att£acker routes and defender positions
independent of a specific military context.
In each case LOS and
first
sighting distances were estimated from map contour lines and
vegetation overlays.
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the NATO Range Study.

It

is

obviously desirable to improve
our

understanding of this operational
3.

problem".

USES OF RESULTS

Since this study was the first
to include qjantitative
measures of first
sightings of targets at long
ranges, and thus
provided considerably different
ranges than previous studies,
sLjnificant methodological
a
contributio• to the state
made.
of the art was
In addition, the basic data
have
provided insiqhts concernin7
the distribution of closing
ranges until first
sighting, an- after
certain manipulations (see
Reference ZI-F-2) have been
proposed for
use in certain duel models.
4.

IMPLICATIONS

Future experiments must take
into account possible siqhtings
of attackers beyond weapon
range to properly predict
distances and other intervisibility
first
siqhting
parameters.
Serious ouestions
have also been raised concerning
the adequacy of map exercises
provide realistic parameter
to
estimates for simulation and
analytical
studies.
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1970.
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III

DEFINITIONS

The need for a set
of definitions
became aooarent as the
various reports
were reviewed.
Therefore, we are oroposing the
to
the process of enqaging tarqets,
following in an attempt to clarify
their
findin*'Is,
and in reporting
guide experimenters in planning tests
and to provide a uniformity of understanding in the termi':ology used
in discussions
regarding line
of sight
and visibility.
In writing
these definitions,
we have attempted to retain
toe generally
accepted meanings of the terms, but generalizing
them
the events leading uo to
somewhat.
We have also
attempted to define
the engagement of a target
in such a way that
the occurrence of an
we
on the occurrence of the more basic events.
event is
conditional
recently,
were
concepts which, until
have also
tried
to generalize
used only for visual
(eyeball)
target
acquisition;
but currently
need
to be defined for a variety
of sensors, including lasers,
radars,
as
well as the eyeball.
With this
in mind, the popular term "intervisibility,"
with its
implication
of reflexivity,
loses
all
value
except as a generic term.
Therefore,
it
does not appear in our list
of basic definitions.
The most basic
quent attack
of a target
two kinds of line
of sight

event leadinq to the acquisition
is
the existence
of line
of siqht.
need to be defined.

and

subseWe think

DEFINITION I.
A point
is
said to be within line
of sight
of a sensor (or, equivalently,
a sensor is
said to have line
of sight
to a point)
if
and only if
the energy to which the
-an travel
from the point
to the sensor unsensor reacts
obstructed
by terrain,
vegetation
or solid
man-made objects.
Spurious signal
paths created
by atygical
conditions
are not
to be termed lines
of sight.
This 3efiaition
does not require
that
the energy travel
in a
straight
line,
but allows it
to travel
in whatever curved path is an-propriate
for that
kind of energy and for the atmosphere through which
it
is
travelling.
With this
basic, almost mathematical, definition
of
line
of sight
from a sensor to a ooint,
it
is possible
to define
line
of sight
to an area.
DEFINITION 2:
a sensor (or,

An area
equivalently,

is

said to be within line
of sight
a sensor is
said to have line
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sight to an azea) if and only if one or morel points
that area are within line of sight of the sensor.

in

The area to which line of sight may exist by this definition
may be a portion (or even all)
of the presented area of an object on
the battlefield.
It may also be an area of the battlefield
itself.
The definition is not intended to be restrictive.
The existence of
line of sight to an area does not guarantee that the object will be
visible to the sensor.
It may be that atmospheric attenuation of the
energy or the sensitivity
of the sensor itself
precludes the receint
of sufficient
energy for the sensor to have reacted to the presence of
the object.
DEFINITION 3:
Visibility
is said to exist from a sensor
to an area if
(1) line of sight exists from the sensor to
the area, and (2)
the energy level reachinq the sensor from
the area is above the sensor's threshold of sensitivity.
Thus, for example, a tank may be visible
on a clear day but
not on a hazy day, not because line of sight which existed on the
clear day does not exist on the hazy day, but because the enerqy is
attenuated so much more by the haze that not enough reaches the sensor
to cause the tank to be "seen."
Similarly, line of sight may exist to
small objects at a long range, but the limitations on the acuity of
the sensor may preclude the object being sensed.
Thic defi,"* :nn of visibility
implies that an object which
is visible to a sen., capable of being detected.
Whether or not
it will be detected
nds on a nimber of factors.
Among these are
the contrast it makes with the bacxground, its
size and shape, and
whether it
is stationary or moving.
DEFINITION 4:
Detection of an object to which visibility
exists takes place when the sensor, or its
operator, is
alerted to the presence of that object.
A stationary camouflaged tank, for example, may be clearly
backvisible, yet remain undetected because it blends well with its
ground.
In order for such a tank to be detected, some additional clue
may be required.
For example, if the tank moved, it might immediately
be detected.

I There was a strong lack of concensus within the task force on what
constituted an "area".
As e result, two of the task force members
feel that the words "oae or more" should be replaced by "a significant
number of."
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It can be argued that visibility and detection are
essentially the same thing, since the only way to test for visib..ity
is to determine if some sensor can detect the object.
However, we
feel this to be a practical limitation on the obtaining of empirical
data rather than a theoretical constraint on the phenomena themselves.
.Detection simoly alerts the observer to the oresence of
something of possible military interest that warrants further
evaluation.

DEFINITION 5:
Recognition of a detected object takes nlace
when it is correctly classified as to its general tyne on
the basis of the sensed information.
When a detected object has been studied long enough and/or
is adequately visible to allow a determination that it is, for
example, a tank, then recognition has taken place.
It is possible
that an object may be detected, but not recognized; similarly an
object detected in a search for, say, tanks, may subsequently be
recognized to be nothing more than a boulder, or a shadow.
DEFINITION 6:
Identification of a recognized object takes
place when the specific designation of that object is
determined to the extent necessary for firing decisions to
be made.
Thus it follows that part of identification is the determination of whether the object is friendly or enemy, and so whether it is
a potential target or not.
As used in this definition, the term
firing decisions may include such factors as target priorities and
selection of weapons, rounds, and aim points.
It does NOT include the
decision to actually fire.
As in the relationship between recognition and detection,
the relationship between identification and recognition implies that
further examination and/or a greater degree of visibility may have to
occur i5 order to allow a refinement in the classification of the
object.
The final step in the process is the engaqement of the
identified target.
Whether or not i target will be engaged by a
particular weapon will depend on marty factors, not all related to line
of sight and visibility, such as availability of ammunition and
constraints imposed by the tactical mission.
Therefore, we will
define only the concept of engageability.
To do this we first
need to
define several other terms related to line of sight and visibility.
DEFINITION 7: The first
line of sight range is
from a deployed sensor at which the target first

the range
comes
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within line of sight of that sensor.
visibility range is the range
DEFINITION 8: The first
visible
from a deployed sensor at which the target is first
to that sensor.
The typical situation is that in which a tarqet is closin-7
line of sight ranqe
on an observer or vice versa, so that the first
(or first
visibility range) is the longest range at which line of
These two definitions, however, dG not
sight (or visibility) occurs.
here means first
The term "first"
imply that that must be the case.
They also do not imply that line of sight (or
in time, or earliest.
visibility) are continuous subsequent to this earliest time at which
they occur.
DEFINITION 9: A visible path segment is a oortion of tne
path a moving target is taking over which tarqet visibility
is continuous to the sensor being considered.
In keeping with the previou3 definition of visibility, this
imolies that on each part of the path segment only some point on the
Furthermore, this definition doe.s
moving target may vary with time.
not mean to imply that there is only one such segment on a given
target path; there may, in fact, be several
DEFINITION 10: A nonvisible path segment is a portion of
the path a moving target is taking over which target nonvisibility is continuous to the sensor being considered.
Clearly, then, the path of a moving target is composed of an
Possibly of
alternating pattern of visible and nonvisible segments.
more tactical significance than these segments themselves are the
duration of time a target is on each type of segment.
DEFINITION 11: A visible time segment is the length of
time a target is on a visible path segment.
DEFINITION 12: A nonvisible time segment is the length of
time a target is on a nonvisible path segment.
Time is then composed of an alternating pattern of visible
Note that while the concepts of visible
and nonvisible time segments.
and nonvisible path segments apply only to moving targets, the
concepts of visible and nonvisible time segments aoply as well to
stationary targets as viewed by moving sensors.
It is possible to write definitions similar to 9 through 12
substituting "line of sight" for "visibility." However, such
definitions would be primarily of academic interest, since some
pattern of projected future visibility (as opposed to just line of
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sight) is required to determine the engagement of an already
identified target.
DEFINITION 13: A visibility pattern for a target is any
set of alternating visible and nonvisible path o.r time
segments for that target.
A particular visibility pattern would be identified by the
lengths, in either distance or time, of the segments comprising the
pattern, and the order in which they appear.
Two visibility patterns
would be identical only if they were composed of segments of the same
length (or duration) occurring in the same order.
These definitions allow for the final definition,
engageability.

that of

DEFINITION 14: An identified target is engageable by a
weapon if its
future visibility pattern does not preclude
successful employment of that weapon.
A target may be engageable by one weapon and not another.
For example, a tank that is visible for only a short period of time
may be engageable by a high-velocity tank gun, but not by TOW.
The
definition, however, is not meant to imply %hat continuous visibility
of some duratioi is required.
Certain weapon systems may be able to
.achieve a normal hit capability even if the target visibility pattern
consists of intermittent visible and nonvisible segments.
For such a
weapon and visibility pattern, then, the target would be engageable.
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DATA SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS

:ound

Amonr
the factors which led to the appointment of the
Terrain Task Force were conflicting results among several studies
involving such factors as first
sighting range and the means and
variations of the lengths of path segments in which an attacker was
in-view (IV) and out-of-view (OOV) of one or more defender sites.
The
Task Force, therefore, examined each of the six experiments discussed
in Chapter II to determine the values obtained for each of these
factors of interest.
Unfortunately, not all of the exercises had been designed to
measure each of the factors, so it was not possible to get complete
sets of information.
All data which were obtained are tabulated in
the next section of this chapter.
These tables represent the data set
available for comparison of the various field trials.
The items
included (where available) are:
Site ID - An identifier associated with a particular trial
of the given experiment, e.g., TETAM Site IF.
Average Number of Segments per Path (IV and OOV) - The
number of segments per path in-view (IV) qives the
number of times LOS was

initiated

along the Path

on the average; likewise, for out-of-view (OOV),
the number of segments per path denotes the nu*ber of times LOS was broken on the average.
Mean Segment Length (IV and OOV)
view path segment (i.e.,

- The mean length ner inIn-view implies all

points alonq a path segment are assumed

to be

in-view of an observer) and the mean length per
out-of-view segments in meters.
Standard Deviation (IV and OOV) - Standard deviations for
the previously defined quantities.
Probability of LOS for Range (1000 meters, 2900 meters, and
3000 meters) - An estimate of the probability that
a target would be in-view of an observer at that
range for that particular terrain site.
Number of Observers - The number of observers
sites) used in the trial.

(defender
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Number of Paths - The number of trails
routes) used in the trial.

(often attacker

First Opening Range - An estimate of the expected ranqe
where a target would first
appear to an observer for each particular terrain site.
Expected Opening Range - An estimate of the expected range
where a target would appear visible to an observer (possibly a subsequent sitinq) for each
particular terrain site.
Average

Path Length - The mean of all
particular trial.

the paths used in

a

Since all
or portions of TETAM, Chinese Eye III, Lost
H]orizon, and the NATO Range Study were conducted in the Federal
Republic of Germany, the locations of each trial
are indicated on a
map of the area in Figure IV-l.
B.

Data Summary

The data described in Section IV-A are qiven for each of the
six field trials
wherever data were available.
Sources of lata and
pertinent comments are given as footnotes for each table.
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Table iV-4
Chinese Eye III Intervisibility Data

The data from Chinese Eye III included
classified UK-RESTRICTED.
site identification,

Therefore,

which includes only

average number of IV segments oer path,

mean length of IV and OOV segments,
tained in

the table,

in Table IV-4 are

and probability of LOS,

the classified annex to this report.
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Table
Lost Horizon

IV-5

Intervisibility

(and comparison with TETAN)

Site ID

Data

Mean IV Seqment Lenth(M)

Lost Horizon 1
Site A

400

Site B

475

TETAM Composit

2

326

1.

Exposures of Armoured Fighting Vehicles, Exercise LOST HORIZON,
J. P. Wood, R7001, March 1971.
(CONFIDENTIAl)

2.

TETAM EFFECTIVENESS
16 November 1973.
perimental results
results from tests

EVALUATION, Part 1, CP.2DA, TM 2-73,
(UNCLASSIFIED).
Note the variation in exbetween the LOST HORIZON data and these TFTA11
run on essentially the same Piece of terrain.

S3

-

--

Table IV-6
Data

NATO Range Study Intervisibility

SITE

Mean Segment Lenqth(M)l

ID

2191

413 -

Composite

of 3 Sites
Composite

3852

of 3 Sites

1.

Target/Range Experience for Tank and Antitank Weapons,
(SECR -I.
Dupuy, HERO, November 1967.

2.

TETAAM EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION, Part 1, CACDA,
(UNCLASSIFIED)
16 November 1973.

T.

N.

TM 2-73,
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C.

Discussion

The material presented in Chapter II indicated significant
differences in objective, experimental design, definitions of terms,
experimental method, data collection, and data analysis, any one of
which could cause differences in the values obtained for any of the
data reported.
It should be no surprise, therefore, that even though
several of the trials
involved similar terrain, radically different
results were obtained.
In the case of measurements of the lengths of IV and OOV
among studies is even less
segments, differences in the results
surprising when one observes the magnitude of the standard deviat~ons
of thesa lengths within studies.
In all
cases the means and stanuard
deviations are of the same order of magnitude and in the majority of
cases the standard deviations exceed the associated mean value.
This
could cause large inter-study differences in the mean lengths but at
the same time mask the significance of these differences were formal
statistical
testing performed.
Altlough the effects of definition, procedure, etc., for
each exercise has been discussed in some detail
in the appropriate
sections of Chapter II,
a few specific items will be noted here.
First
is the probable effect of the definition of what was called
"intervisibility"
in the TETAM study where each observer was required
to make a judgment as to whether there was sufficient
clearance to
allow him to engage the target.
This would tend to cause one to
believe. that the average segment lengths obtained in TETAM might be
snorter if some other definition (or means of measurement) had been
used.
Still,
in general, the TETAM path lengths were longer than
those in HELAST II and STAGS, probably due to resolution differences
and the way in which extremely short interruptions in LOS were
handled.
The very low average lengths found in HELAST II could well
be due to the relatively
short total
lengths of the paths used.
In addition to these fairly
obvious causes of differing
results, there could also be some additional items which are not so
easily interpreted.
A plot of the results
of three independent
analyses of the same TETAM field data from each of the 12 FRG sites
show large differences, particularly
for sites
2F, 4F, 5F, 6F, and 5B.
Although no formal statistical
tests
have been run to determine
whether these differences are significant, considering the large
sample sizes involved, there is a good chance that they are.
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the
cause for concern is
Another example of a possible
seqment
in-view
mean
the
comparing
when
discovers
one
contradiction
from TETAM lB and 2B (Table IV-7) with those from Lost Horizon
lengths
causes
generally
lack of measurement resolution
If
II
(Table IV-5).
the TETA?¶ (25 meter
rights,
to be long, then by all
in-view estimates
(continuous
than Lost Horizon II
should be greater
lengths
resolution)
between
The contradiction
are not.
They clearly
lengths.
resolution)
remains unexplained.
these experimental results
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Table IV-7
Mean In-View Secrment Length

TETAM

D.

Lost HorLzon II

1B

2B

Site A

Site B

119

209

400

475

Suqcestions for Additional Data Analysis
In light of the concerns just pointed out, it

is

strongly

recommended that the following be done:
1.

That 'the TETAM data be completely reduced using the

latest version of the "sanitized" BDM data tape.
2.

That a computer experiment of TETAM be conducted using

the DMA data base.
3.
in

That the Chinese Eye III data base be reduced to fill

Table IV-4.
4.

That the raw data for Lost Horizon II

be obtained from

the UX and reduced and recompared with TETAM, lB and 2B.
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V

A.

IMPLICATIONS

ON WEAPON

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

Introduction

Several of the studies
which provide the Army's current
LOW!
visibility
data base have been reviewed in Chapter II
and the basic
Jata
summarized in Chapter IV.
These data are of great
imoortance in
quiding the concept, design, and development of materiel
and associated
tactics,
and in the final
evaluation
of system capability.
wIith
these primary uses in mind,
it
is
the purpose of this
chapter to

assess the current status of our LOS/"visibility" data base and
suggest areas where some confidence is warranted and others where more
work is required.
Thoughts on "visibility" tests, the associated ilata
collection, and system evaluation methodology are also presented.
0.

Discussion

Army systems have various requirements with respect to the
existence of line-of-sight.
In this section the intent is to discuss
(1) three generic systems, (2) the line-of-sight characteristics required for the proper functioning of each, (3) how each interacts with
the terrain and vegetation to obtain this line-of--siqht, (4) what
characteristics of the terrain and vegetation are required to model
the functioning of each, and (5) the adequacy of the current data base
in providing measures for these characteristics.
The first
and simplest system is the hiqh velocity direct
fire weapon, such as a tank gun.
In the normal firing mode, -uch a
system requiLes that a target be visible at the time the projectile is
launched, (in order to be able to aim) and that the projectile oath he
unoostructed.
Since this is a "fire and forget" type system, it does
not matter if the target passes behind a tree or other obstruction
momentarily as long as the projectile path itself
is not obstructed by
an object it cannot penetrate with little
or no loss of enerqy.
This
point-to-point line of sight is exactly the type measured and reporte.1
in the current field exercise data base; and, therefore, these data
are felt to be adequate for the assessment of direct-fire systems.
Unlike the guided systems to be discussed in the following oaragraohs,
the location of obstacles alonq the weapon-target line is not
important for the evaluation of direct fire weapons; only knowledqe of
the existence and ruggedness of such obstacles is important.
The second system type is the line-of-sight guided missile,
which essentially flies along the line of sight from the launcher to
the target.
The TOW missile is an example 'of this system tyoe.
During missile flight, the gunner simply keeps his crosshairs on the
target.
The missile has a flare which is visible to a sensoe on the
launcher, and the displacement of this flare relative to the line of
58
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siqht determines the guidance corrections imparted to the missile.
If
line-of-sight to the target is momentarily interrupted in such a way
that the gunner can anticipate the reappearance of the tarqet, no loss
of effectiveness may occur unless line-of-sight from the tracker to
the missile flare is interrupted.
Tne missile will abort if this
line-of-sight is broken for a sufficient period.
The current data
base is inadequate for the evaluation of systems of this tvoe if a
significant number of engagements are expected in other than totally
open terrain.
The third system type is the terminal hominq projectile/
missile requirinq laser designation of the target.
Such a system
requires the target to be essentially continuously "isible to the
designator during the last several seconds of the nrojectile fliqht so
that tne designator operator can keep the laser spot on the tarqet.
This requirement implies that a certain duration of visibility must
exist, and several of the field tests have developed data which allow
the estimation of the probability that LOS will exist for the needed
duration.
However, other parts of the problem have not been
addressed.
The designator operator may have continuous visual lineof-sight to a target in the sense that he can see some part of that
target, follow its progress, and think that he is desiqnating it.
If,
however, the laser beam is momentarily interrupted by a branch, leaf
or tree trunk as the target passes behind such small obstructions, the
seeker could pick up and be guided by these false tarqet reflections
Qr "decorrelate: due to a loss of signal.
Nowhere in the current data
base are there measurements of the presence and location of such
possible false targets, although STAGS did allude to their possible
presence.
(This may be noted to be quite similar to the data rectuired
for the evaluation of TOW type missiles).
Another part of the laser desiqnator/seeker problem is the
visibility link between the target and incoming projectile seeker.
The current data base contains no information concerning the existence
of line-of-sight along this pati,, even though this area appears as
important to system performance as the link between designator and
target.
C.

Thoughts on Test Structuring and Data Collection

This section discusses the lessons we have learned from our
review of previous visibility tests and guidelines which may be useful
for future experimental efforts.
1.

OFFENSIVE-DEFENSIVE

LOCATIONS

The weapon and vehicle positions/paths chosen must make the
best tactical use of the available terrain, but must be realistic as
well.
That is, defender positions should not be chosen which maximize
the visibility of avenues of approach while neglecting all consider59

ation of escape routes and/or cover and concealment.
Similarly,
attack oaths should not be chosen individually, but as part of the
coordinatad movement of a reasonable sized force and thus be deoend1nt
upon the tactics involved, i.e., rapid advance, bounding overwatch,
etc.
2.

MULTIPLE TARGET VISIBILITY

Of the six studies reviewed, only STAGS (and oerhaps Chinese
Eye) describe, as a function of time, the number of targets visible to
eacn defender and the number of defenders which can view each target,
i.e., multiple target visibility data.
These data could be quite
valuable in the evaluation of weapons with rather long times between
firing and impact, such as TOW and even to a larger degree COPPFRHIEAF
and HELLFIRE.
For these systems, the target for which the weanon was
originally intended may no longer be visible at the time the weanon
arrives in the vicinity.
If however, another candidate target can be
found within the remaining maneuver capabilities of the already
launched weaoon, the weapon may be able to be redirected to the second
target.
Waterways Experiment Station (WES) has conducted experiments
regarding both (1) multiple observers and a single target and (2) a
single observer and multiple targets, but the results are as yet
unpublished.
In addition, some analytical effort has been undertaken
in this area by AMSAA, in support of the evaluation of COPPERIHEAD.
It
may be informative to see how the results of this work by AMSAA compare with those obtained by WES and the data from STAGS and any other
appropriate field studies.
3.

NEED FOR REPLICATION

Experimental set-ups should be structured to provide the
data that are really needed for system evaluations.
For example, f..
a given engagement location, attacker and defender forces, and
tactics,
the objective of an experiment should be to estimate LOS or
aoproprlate visibility
parameters (e.g., the probability of the
existance of LOS as a function of range and/or the distribution
of
segment lengths for which attackers are within view of defenders)
which will, on the average, occur.
That is,
different commanders
would not choose exactla the same defender positions or attack oaths
and previous field and analytical studies have shown that the changes
in LOS statistics,
for even minor changes in position, can be large.
Therefore, it cannot be assumed that the results from a single
replication of an exercise, on one piece of terrain, will produce
results which are representative of those from a large number of
trials.
Replication of field exercises is expensive and time
consuming.
However, unless such exercises pan be repeated, or
digitized data for the terrain exist which are sufficiently
detailed
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so that the operation can be replicated on the computer, little
faith
in the results may be warranted.
This situation has undoubtedly
contributed to the variability found among the results of existini
studies.
4.

LOS MISSILES AND LASER-GUIDED WEAPONS

Based upon the findings discussed in the previous section of
this chapter, it appears that the biggest data gap exists for LOS
missiles and laser guided weapons due primarily to the coarsenes:; with
which visibility data have been collected in many previous studies.
In fact, these systems are most sensitive to the very short duration
breaks in visibility, and their ultimate performance depends unon the
type of object causing the obstruction and its
location with respect
tc the designator/target/seeker geometry.
In fact, these data have
not been obtained in any test, except to a limited extent through the
Hi•L oost-test analysis of film data collected during the STAGS tests
(discussed in Chapter II).
As more and more data are required for the
realistic evaluation of systems, the time and cost associated with
field testing grow drastically, especially in light of the need
identified above for the replication of such tests.
Further, as
mentioned previously with regard to laser guided weapons, no data
exist which describe the LOS conditions between the tarqet and
incoming seeker.
This may or may not be of importance.
The physical
collection of these data, with the accuracy required, would seem to be
quite difficult and time consuming.
An aspect of target visibility analysis which has not yet
been examined, but directly affects the operation of LOS missiles and
laser guided weapons, deals with the possible effects which could
result if fractional cover is highly correlated.
The question focuses
on the location of masking vegetation along target approach routes,
particularly along those path segments where partial target
obscuration occurs.
In general, the path segments measured in the
various studies contain many short periods of partial or complete
target nonvisibility.
If these breaks are located between correspondingly small visible segments, then these path regions may contain
most of the short segments in the overall distribution.
Correspondingly, the longer measured breaks would contain relatively little
clutter.
The net result of this postulated correlated clutter would
be to reduce the impact of measurement resolution in estimating the
total number of long uninterrupted visible segments and hence the
determination of weapon effectiveness.
In simpler terms the paths
could be classified into three distinct categories:
(1) the mostly
visible with little
clutter, (2) the entirely masked, and (3) the
intermittently masked regions.
The intermittent regiui would
contribute a large number of small segments in a cluttered/ve-jetation environment, but the longer uncluttered paths would occur in
the mostly visible regions.
The above correlation effects, where
present, would tend to substantiate the validity of existing data
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which show long uninterrupted visible oaths.
A limited effort
at CDEC
addressed this effect and some preliminary work is underway at CACDA.
A conclusive analysis is badly needed.
5.

ADVISABILITY OF FURTHER TESTING

Based upon the perceived need for replication in field
exercises and the uncertainty of the other locations to which the
resulting data could be applied, the desirability
of further LOS or
visibility
testing seems, at this
time, questionable.
That is,
until
it is determined that terrain, including consideration of its
tactical
use, can be .lassified
according to its
visibility
characteristics,
the widespread applicability of any test
results
obtained would be in
serious doubt.
Instead, what testing is done should be directed to
solving this
terrain characterization problem.
In fact this should
probably be the highest priority
effort
in future terrain analyses
work, for success in this area has important implications relative to
where future visibility
oriented field trials
are run and in the
design of simulation models and war games.
As an example, there would
be no need to run field trials
in foreign countries if terrain with
the same or similar "visibility
characteristics"
could be found in the
United States.
Unfortuiately, at present we do not know enoulh about
terrains to even define adequate descriptors for them.
D.

Evaluation Methodology Considerations

Several points have arisen during the work of the Task Force
which are pertinent to the evaluation methodology used for specific
systems.
These are outlined in the following paragraphs.
Computerized wargame simulations such as AMSWAG, TRACOM,
CARMONETTE and DYNTACS are commonly used in the evaluation of Army
The tactics
of the simulated battle
systems and/or doctrinal changes.
are constructed to take realistic
advantage of terrain being used.
Digitized terrain data, of the type provided by DMA, are commonly used
to determine the existence of LOS between abversaries during the
course of the battle.
However, it
is not uncommon for attacker
a pproach paths and defender positions to be fixed, or fully defined
for the entire engagement.
This again raises the issue of the
variability
of results, e.g., exchange ratios and final outcome, due
to small changes in participant position which result
in significant
changes in LOS characteristics.
This implies a need for replication
in the running of such models, the variation being introduced by
alternative, equally realistic
placing of defender positions and
attacker paths.
Further, while DMA data may be adequate for the assessment
of tank gun type direct fire
weapons, they are not approoriate for the
TOW type systems, which have become such an integral part of the
Army's anti-armor capability.
Assumptions will have to be made
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concerning the degradation of, say, TOW's capability due to the
inadequacy of the digitized terrain data which have only a coarse
representation of vegetation and very little
involving man-made
objects.
Finally, as mentioned previously, the widcspread aoplicability of khe results of such simulations is in doubt because of our
lack of knowledge on the frequency of occurrence of the type of
terrain on which the game has been played.
Again, we reiterate the
need for work on a procedure/methodology for characterizinq terrain.
without the results of such a study, the conclusions drawn from any
evaluation would seem subject to question.
There has recently been a call within the Army to Day closer
attention to the representation of realistic battlefield conditions in
system and force evaluations.
This may be especially true in the
"visibility" area.
That is,
the existence of LOS as dete.mined from
DMA type data, has in the past been synonomous with the existence of
what has been called "intervisibility".
While LOS is a Prereouisite
for the existence of "visibility" as defined in Chapter III of this
report, the former is not a sufficient condition for the existence of
the latter.
Some method must be devised for estimatinq the
probability that visibility occurs, given that LOS exists, for
specific ranges and battlefield conditions including smoke, dust,
weather, and the effects of preparation fires by artillery and the
deployment of air-to-ground weapons.
When such relationships are
derived and incorporated into the combat models, realistic assessments can be made.
Finally, terrain data of a rather coarse nature is usually
input into combat models due to the large amount of storage such data
require.
Several "intervisibility" studies, however, have shown that
LOS statistics can change drastically with the resolution at which
measurements are obtained.
The same finding may also aoDly to
wargames played on digitized terrain.
The effect of grid size on predicted LOS is not fully known.
The question "How small a grid size is
required?" cannot really be answered In general, since it is terrain
and perhaps system-dependent.
Sensitivity analyses might be conducted to investigate the
grid size problem.
The machine storage problems associated with a
requirement for small grid size might dictate the development of a
resoonse surface representation of the terrain on which the battle is
simulated.
This would greatly reduce the storage requirement.
Further, in order to increase che reality of the simulation, a vegetation
overlay, perhaps statistical in nature, could be developed and
utilized in the evaluation of the guided weapons.
Work such as that
being done at CACDA on the correlation between the characteristics of
in-view and out-of-view segments could be a part of this statistical
overlay.
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An additional issue which often arises when considering the
use, of simulation models, is whether the terrain used in the simulation should represent a section of real terrain or be synthesized to
contain combinations of characteristics most approoriate for the
objectives of the study involved. Use of such "idealized" terrain
certainly holds some potential tor enhancing experimental efficiency,
but until we know enough about terrain to characterize it and to
devise measures for the characteristics, there is no viable way to
determine wnat is "ideal" for any given study. The Task Force feels
strongly that our major effort should be to study real terrains to
learn how to describe them and how terrain can and should be used
militarily. Once a classification system is devised, synthetic
terrains can be developed and tested against the characteristics of
real terrain to determine what role, if any, they miqht advantaqeously
play.
8~.

Conclusion

Many of the suggestions made herein would require a
significant amount of effort, and therefore might take considerable time to implement. However, their acceptance should provide a
significant improvement in the credibility and accuracy of Army
studies and in the capabilities and effectiveness of the material of
the future.
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VI

A.

CONCLUSIONS

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

This chapter presents
a summary of what the Task Force feels
are the major conclusions we have reached in the process o: our
analysis
and discussions
and our recommendations for additional
study.
All of the items included here have been discussed in detail
in the
Critique,
Uses of Results, and Implications
portions
of the six
study
:eviews in Chapter II.
Most were further
developed and supported in
Chapter V in the context of weapon systems analysis.
Anyone reasonably familiar
with the visibility
aspects
of
miltary
weapons systems analysis
could, by skipoinq the rest
of the
report
and reading only this
chapter, get
a general picture
of the
steps
which the Task Force feels
should be followed in the visibilityfelt
that
a full
underarea.
However,
it
is
terrain
interaction
standing of the motivation, justification,
and imoortance of these
conclusions and recommendations can be obtained only after
followinq
the process we used to reach them.
Therefore, it
is strongly
suqgested that
the entire
report
be read in the order in which the
material
is presented.
B.
1.
intervisibility

Conclusions
The widely differing
studies
have
(a)

the differences

results
resulted
in

obtained by many of
in part
from:
study objectives

variety of experimental designs and tacticaý

the previous

which dictated

a

situations,

(b)
a lack of adherence to uniform and precise definitions
of terms in the "intervisibility" area in general, and, in particular,
those related to the characteristics actually measured in the various

experiments,
(c)

were conducted,
in

differences in

the terrain on which the experiments

and

(d)
the various methods of analysis and assumptions apolied
those analyses.

2.
Although quantative data are extremely dependent upon tactics
and terrain, the available results do demonstrate the existence of
tactical terrain areas which present significant target visibility
opoortunities (40-60 seconds) at ranges of 2 to 4 km against an ad-
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vancin3 armor attack force in a "clear" battlefield environment
neqlectinq the masking effects of smoke, dust, etc.).

(i.e.,

3.
An "intervisibility" data base, adequate for the evaluation
of laser systems such as LTD, GLLD, MULE, COPPERHEAD and HELLFIRE,
Joes not exist.
The evaluation of these systems requires visibility
data between the designator and target as well as between the tarnet
While no adeguate data appears
and the seeker on the incoming weapon.
to be available for either segment of the energy path, that corresoondinq to the segment between target and seeker would aapear to be
The current data base is felt
very difficult and expensive to obtain.
to be adequate for high velocity direct fire weapons.
4.
The present data bases are not sufficient to determine
wnether or not subliminal clutter is a real problem for more soohisticated weapon systems.
We do not believe there is a real Problem in
open regions such as Fulda, where LOS is blocked mostly by landforms.
However, for those regions such as the North German Plains where
vegetation is most often the cause for LOS loss, we cannot now assess
the impact that subliminil clutter will have on weapon-system
performance.
5.
The sensitivity of laser system effectiveness to short breaks
in the LOS between designator and target, or target and seeker,
affects the meaningful use of the standard, digitized terrain in the
It is felt that, in
wargame/simulation evaluation of those systems.
in
particular, a finer resolution representation (perhaps statistical
nature) will be required to adequately represent micro terrain
features.
6.
It is essential that major effort be expended to study
terrain and its tactical use for the purpose of gaining sufficient
understanding to meaningfully classify terrains as to their visibility
cha-acteristics.
The usefulness of additional LOS or visibility
testing at this time for any other purpose is extremely questionable.
The degree of tactical realism in the design and carryinq out
7.
of field exercises has a tremendous influence on the outcome and,
The
therefore, on both the viability and acceptance of the results.
proper treatment of factors such as (1) the location and tactics of
offensive and defensive forces, (2) interactions among members of each
force, (3) the method, direction, and resolution of visibility
measurements, and (4) the effects of smoke, dust, weather, and
preparation fires by artillery and air-to-ground weapons are felt to
STAGS and Chinese Eye III are
be extremely important (see Chapter V).
currently the most successful relative to (1) and (2) and to some
No study that we know of has addressed (4).
extent (3).
8.
Data are required to describe the dynamic relationships among
groups of attackers and the resulting in-view and out-of-view path
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segments between each attacker and each defensive position in order to
determine the probability of redirecting a guided weapon from one
target to another.
Of the studies reviewed, only STAGS was designed
so that this information could be obtained.
9.
The replication of field exercises on the same piece of
terrain by different sets of forces is required to realistically
assess the variability present in the quantities being measured.
10.
The potential effects of correlations between the lenItns of
IV and OOV segments in attack paths require that more knowledge of
such correlations be obtained.
Some data already exist which could
yield this type of information and hence at least some insiqht
regarding the significance of these effects.
11.
The variations among the various analyses of some of the
TETAM data (see Chapter IV) appear significant enough to warrant
further study of these data to attempt to resolve the differences.
C.

Recommendations

1. A standard set of precise definitions of terms in the
"intervisibility" area should be adopted and adhered to in all future
terrain-related studies.
Those presented in Chapter III of this
report are suggested for consideration.
2.
Effort should be expended to develop a method which would be
capable of characterizing the LOS characteristics of terrain and more
adequately considers all aspects of military use of terrain and its
impact on weapons-system performance.
It is clear that we cannot test
on every piece of terrain in which we would be interested.
Therefore,
estimation of LOS characteristics from certain map or digitized
terrain parameters by analytic methods should be undertaken.
3.
In light of the problems associated with a subjective terrain
classification, and the amount of time required to even attemot an
analytical characterization method; any further testing should have as
a major objective the development of the classification scheme
mentioned in recommendation No. 2 above.
4.
A conclusion reached in several IV studies (Lost Horizon,
HELAST II) was that LOS characteristics can change drastically when
defender positions are changed minimally.
A result of a Vector
Research Incorporated study showed that similar scenarios played on
different pieces of terrain, chosen to be a priori equivalent, can
vary widely.
Hence in any future experimental effort replications
should be performed, even within the same piece of terrain.
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In light of the results mentioned in 4 above, the adequacy of
5.
computerized simulations or wargames - which make use of diqitized
terrairi to determine line of sight - deterministically - must be
That is, decisions should not be based upon the
carefully controlled.
results of a study which play a very small number of scenario/terrain/
Care must be taken, through replication
player position combinations.
of runs on various terrains or in which defender positions and attack
paths are varied, to ensure that some concept of outcome variability
is evident to the decision maker.
6.

To improve tactical

realism:

a.
All defender visibility determinations should be made
from the defender positions toward the advancing units,
b.
Threat element paths should be planned as a tactical
unit and movement of targets along the paths measured simultaneously.
Tnis will also permit the calculation of multiple force visibility
statistics,
In picking defender positions, consideration should be
c.
given to escape routes and cover and concealment as well as visibility
of potential avenues of approach, and
Effects on the battlefield of smoke, dust, weather, and
d.
preoaration fires by artillery and air-to-ground weapons should De
included.

"7. Deviations from tactical realism in
should be made only after studies have shown
significant differences in outcome or a means
outcomes to conform to those that would have
realistic designs is available.

field-exercise desiqns
the deviations make no
of calibrating the
been obtained by more

Continuous or high resolution measurements of in-view and
8.
should be made until such time as the
out-of-view terrain statistics
resolution of discrete methods required for adequate representation of
continuous data can be determined as a function of terrain and weapon
types.
9.
Effects of intermittent, possibly subliminal, clutter on the
performance of various weapon systems must be investigated.
Analysis of the C&CDA HELLFIRE data for correlations between
10.
the lengths of IV and OOV path segments should be completed as soon as
possible.
Should the results prove interesting, extensions should be
made to other terrains by inclusion in future studies.
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11.
Resources should be made available for further analysis of
the 'rETAM Phase IE an~d perhaps other TETAM data tapes to attemot- to
dJŽtermine the causes of variation among the CACDA, TRASANA, and BVA
an~alyses.
12.
A request should be made to the British DOAE for additional
analysis of the Chinese Eye III data to permit expansion of the
visibility data in Table IV-4 to the sam:ý format and degree of
completion as the TETAM and STAGS tables (Tables IV-I and IV-3).
13. Attempts should be made to develop analytic models for the
performance of TOW, Beamrider, and other missile systems involvinq
guidance or target designation by EQ means. Success in this venture
could reduce the amount of field testing of such systems and could in
addition facilitate computer simulation studies in which they are
involved.
14.
Initiate a research effort to develop a method for
statistical comparison of the results from analytic studies with those
of field exercises.
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Appendix A
The Army Terrain Task Force

-

List of Members

CACDA
Dr.

Lawrence G. Pfortmiller

TRASANA
Donald H. McCoy
Warren Olson

HEL
Andrew J.

Eckles

AMSAA
Wayne Copes
Arthur Groves

Chairman
Dr. Albert B. Bishop, Chairman
Dept. of Industrial and Systems Engineering
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210
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Appendix.B

Initial

Information Sources for Terrain Task Force

Terrain and Ranges of Engagements, Hardison, D. C., Peterson, R. H.,
Research Laboratories, Memorandum
and Eenyenuto, A. A., Ballistic

Report No.

702,

June 1954.

Study to Determine the Maximum Essential Antitank Range Requirement
for the Main Armament of the Future Main Battle Tank, SG/ATR WP-1
(AC/174), Annex D, 1963.
Target Range Experience for Tank and Antitank Weapons,
HERO Report, November 1967 (SECRET)

Dupuy,

T. N.,

Exposures of Armored Fighting Vehicles, Exercise Lost Horizon, Defense
Operational Analysis Establishment (DOAE) Report 7011, June 1971 ([)KCO N'FIDENTIAL)

TETAM Experiment 11.8f Phases IA, IE, IL, US Army Combat Developments
Experimental Command (CDEC), October 1972.
A Field Study Target Presentation and Defender Reaction, HELAST I,
Army Human Engineering Laboratory (HEL) Technical Memorandum 3-73,
Fpbruary 1973.

US

A Field Study on the Effects of Mobility/Agility on Target
US Army Human
Presentation and.Defender Reaction, HELAST II,
Engineering-Laboratory,(HEL) Technical Memorandum 12-73, July 1973.
TETAM Effectiveness Evaluation, Part 1, Technical Memorandum TM 2-73,
US Army Combined Arms Combat Developmenta Activity (CACDA), November
1973.
Tank Exposure Test, Test Report, US Army Combat Developments Experimentation Command (CDEC), April 1975.
Antitank Missile Test, USACDEC Experiment FC 019, Final Report Phase
April
II, US Army Combat Developments Experimentation Command (CDEC),
1976.
STAGS IntervisibilitX Stud , US Army Combined Arms Combat Developments Activity (CDEC), Technical Paper TP 2-77, February 1977.
Analysis of Intervisibility Surveys of Exercise Chinese Eye IIl

Actions, Stead C., and Rowland, D., Defense Operational Analysis
Establishment (DOAE) Memorandum M 77104, 1977 (UK-RESTRICTED).
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The Ifuneof TactisL Use
of Terrain, an Mesrment
Techn.1jues
Appj2arent Target Behavior,
US Ary Hua
L~aboratory (HT-L)
nineerin
ýTechnic`al
ýMemoran~dum 23-77, July 77.
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